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INTRODUCTION
Bank Accounting and Cost Control was chosen to be the
subject of my thesis because of its import .nee and significance
in the present day business world. Despite the fact that it
is an important phase of accounting, the subject has been only
passively taught as an essential element of accounting. Fence,
the purpose of tnis thesis was to study an important chase ^f
accounting that is not often treated definitely as subject
matter for a college course and to trace the development and
recent trends in bank accounting practices.
Bank accounting is relatively easy to understand an" has
been explained by many capable men such as Knif en, Langston,
Potts, and others. Hence, in this thesis, the details of bank
accounting 'were sacrificed for the broad principles of such
practice. This served as a foundation for understanding
cost control. Indeed, ordinary bank accounting is an important
element of cost control and is therefore necessary to the
understanding of the subject.
Cost control as a scientific study has grown slower in
our bank than in any other phase of present day business.
As a matter of fact, it was not until the siring of 1933 during
the bank holiday that oankers really felt the need of analyzing
costs with the poini in view of studying all expenses and stop-
ping free services which were effecting bank losses.
There are two excellent books on this subject, Benjamin
Young’s, Bank Cost Control
,
and E. S. Woolley T s
,
Obtaining

Bank Costs . O^her banking books mention the subject in an
off-hand manner while some might devote a chapter to it. The
Bankers Magazine and other current publications of that nature
have printed many articles which were valuable to this paper.
Hence, the bulk of the material was taken from periodicals
and published books while some was taken from classroom lectures
from interviews, and from observation.
It is not intended that this disquisition be a panacea
for the ills of banking. This is mainly a study of "hat exper-
ienced men in the field have to say about the subject. I
think it interesting to point out that much of the material
found was in principle synonomous with the work of others;
hence, there seems to be a general agreement among those who
are experts in the work.
It should be emphasized here that it would be impractical
to apply this study to any one bank or any group of banks.
Kniffen makes the statement thut there sre no two banks which
are the same in all their details; yet, the broad principles
of ba^k accounting apply to all banks. For this reason,
it should be remembered that the value of a study of this k nd
lies in the thought it might stimulate rather than any technique
it advances

CHAPTER I
THE NATURE OF BANKING
Banking is one of the most significant single factors
of our present day economy. The subject is closely allied to
money because of the fact that bank actually create money in
the form of their own promises to pay or in deposit currency.
Roy Westerfield asserts that for every dollars worth of business
transacted with cash, there are twelve dollars transacted with
bank credit. Nevertheless, there is a distinction between
the monetary functions of banking and banking itself. The
latter will be briefly discussed in this chapter’ since it is
the function in which we are the more interested.
The Banking Functions .
—
present day society tends to call
almost any sort of financial activity banking. The large
modern bank with its diversified departments is in a large
manner responsible for this conception. However, there are
many financial transactions closely enough related to banking
to be carried on under the same roof wiiich are not in themselves
bunAing functions. There are differences of opinion of this point
which leads to many different definitions for banking. T"ebster
says
:
nThe business of banking originally was that of
money changing; present banking, in general, consists
of taking money on deposit subject ot check or draft,
and bills, issuing drafts, and any other associated form
of general dealing in money or credit. One or more
of these operations if carried on with the public in
general may be construed as banking. tT
Contrast that definition with Bradford’s:

"We may define banking as the process of pooling
deposits and then lending or investing them, together
with those functions which are in idental but essential
to the fulfillment of that process. ”1
Mr . Frank A. Vanderlip, in his Columbia University lecture on the
’’Modern Bank”, gives a more complete idea of what a bank really
is. He says:
’’The business of a bank is not in the main tbe
reception of money and its safekeeping, nor is it
the lending of money. The money transactions of a
bank are, under ordinary conditions, comparatively
insignificant; almost its entire business consists
of receiving, from its customers, their evidences
of indebtedness, which have a narrow currency, and
giving to these customers in exchange the bank’s
evidences of indebtedness which have a wide currency.
These evidences of a bank’s indebtedness are then
transferred from one individual to another and from
one bank to another. And in that way, the credits
created serve the purpose of a medium of exchange, by
which perhaps ninety-five per cent of the exchange
transactions of commerce takes place. It is a mis-
conception to suppose that a bank first accumulates
deposits and then loans them out to borrowers. The
operation is the reverse. The bank first makes a
loan to the borrower, and in so doing creates a
deposit. The borrower exchanges his evidence of
indebtedness for the bank’s credit, a deposit balance.
The creation of these credits has relation to production;
their liquidation is related to consumption. If
production increases, the demand for this exchange
of individual credit for bank credit increases; and
the indebtedness incurred is liquidated as the articles
up n which the financial credit was based enter into
cons unption, ”2
This latter definition fits the present day banking situat-
ion more closely and concretely than either of the others, A
large percentage of bank customers imagine that their deposits
are kept inside the bank in huge vaults or money bags. The truth
of the matter is, that taking the United States as a whole.
1. Bradford, F. A. Banking . p.2.
2. Harris, Ralph S. Practical Bankinr
. pp. lb-16
'
most of the customers’ deposits are kept on a sheet of p t>er
.
By this is mean.- that the average deposit is no more than
figures on the credit side of a ledger. This is true bee use
of the manner in which deposits origin te.
Contrary to popular opinion, most bank deposits arise
from bank loans , The average person thinks of a b nk loan in
terms of the borrower going to the bank and getting cash for
a specified period of time. This is an exceptional type of loan.
Most loans are facilitated b;. the bank merely crediting the
borrower’s deposit, account. Thus the bank promises to honor
any checks written against that deposit. If the borrower does
write a check on the bank, it is probable that the receiver
of the check will pass it in for credit to his account. Hence,
the final result of the payment is simply an accounting entry
which debits the deposit of the payer and credits the account of
the payee. Should the payee patronize a different bank, the
-transaction would be adjusted through the clearing house.
Tnis introduces a more complex procedure, but if one considers
the fact that the payer bank probably has identical claims
against the p-yee bank, he can see that there is no difference
-in the net result of the transaction.
By expanding Vanderli; ’s definition further, it is easy to
see that the relation of credits to production and consumption
is a natural force. The manufacturer borrows the bank’s credit
in order to meet the expenses of producing his commodity. Upon
completion of the commodity a consumer purchases it. The
proceeds of the sale will be appropriated to the liquidation of
the debt. This expansion and contraction of bank credit is
'; ,
one of the most important functions of banking. Unfortunately,
our complex economic system has m de the control of this
expansion and contraction quite difficult; however, this paper
is not concerned with any elucidation of that difficulty. It
is concerned primarily with the banking process per se .
- Thus, from what has been aid, it is plain that banks do
not have cash to hold against the total of bank deposits.
Demands for cash are met by the maintenance of reserves against
the total of all deposit liability. The minimum reserve is set
by law. Although state and national requirements differ, the
idea is the same. National banks usually keep the larger part
of their reserves on deposit with one of the central reserve
banKS . Thus, in times when they need cash, it is possible
to secure it from the central bank. Moreover, in times of
emergency, it is possible for the member banks to get loans from
the central bank. Of course, if every depositor demanded
cash from the bank at the same time, many banks would fail
because it would be impossible for the banks to convert their
assets into immediate cash. The likelihood of this is "emote,
however, and skillful bankers have by their experience built
up in idea of how large a reserve they need to forestall such
a bank run.
The following table shows the number of bank and their total
deposits as of June 50, 1938. Inter-bank deposits have
teen deducted. It is interesting to note that for these 52,195
million dollars of deposits, there was at that same time only
6,461 million dollars of money or currency in the entire country.

Even if the banks did control all of this cash, there would still
be over eight times as much bank credit as there is cash.l
BANKS AIP BEDSITS
June 50 , 1958
Class of Bank Number ofBanks
Deposits
i/ In Millions''
National 5,242 22,555
State 1,096 12,195
Mutual Savixigs 565 10,2°6
Other non-member Banks 3,586 7,155
Total 15,287 52,195
Through the depository and loaning functions of th* b n
,
another gr-at function is facilitated— selective utilization of
funds. T _s function comes about chiefly by the depositing of
surplus funds to be loaned by the bank. Quite naturally
the bank officers will attempt to place these funds at the
most productive point. This process tends to keep our surplus
re-invested to the best advantage. Obviously, the sociological
benefits of this force rests primarily upon the common sense
and ethics of the members of the banking profession.
Another bank function is the collection of time items cuch
as maturing notes and drafts of customers. The clearing house
is the machinery that makes this service a nation-wide service.
Then, too, banks usually act as fiscal agents for the gov-
ernment. This function is not a new one. It is merely an ex-
tension of the same service to the government that customers recei' r
1. Federal Reserve Board Bulletin. Dec. 1958. p. 1061.
2. Ibid.

As stated before, there are many services rendered by
our so called banking institutions which are not primarily
banking functions. Activities in the trust department, safe
deposit department, bond department, etc., should be classed in
this category of non-banking functions. Nevertheless, these
services have become so much a part of the activity of our large
banks that at is necessary that they be mentioned.
The Departments of _a Bank
We will turn now from this introduction of banking functions
and services in general to the specific departments of a bank.
It is well to point out here that it is impossible to find a
’’typical’1 or ’’average” bank due to the fact that no two banks
operate in exactly the same manner . A bank is a profit or-
ganization and is therefore adjusted to meet the needs of the
community it serves. Fundamentally, however, banking functions
are the same in all banks . The gmSll bank may haTT e only three
employees, but these three perform the same functions, on a
small scale of course, as the hundreds of em loyees of any
large New *ork bank. The difference lies in the details of ac-
complishing these functions. Since there is no standard de-
partmental classification, ^angs ton’s classification which he
used in his recent text. Bank Accounting Dractice
,
was borrowed.
^
Functions of Receiving Tellers Department . --As the name
implies, the receiving teller takes all demand deposits which
are brought to the bank, verifies the accounts, and makes
the necessary entries for his record of the transaction. This
1. Langston, L. H. Bank Accounting Practice , pp. 1-13.
’
department is probably the busiest of all departments due to
the fact that demand deposits are usually the largest single
item in the banks business and these .re mostly made through
the receiving teller.
The Mail Tellers Department .— In point of similarity, the
mail teller’s duties are closely related to the receiving teller.
He receives deposits by mail or express. It is often true that
he will receive other types of mail which will be sorted bnd
dispatched to the -proper department. His problem is to sort
the mail, provide records of what he received or dispatched,
and forward all mail to its proper destination.
Paying Tellers Department .—The main duties of the pay-
ing teller ne to pay checks drawn on his bank and presented
over the counter, to certify checks, take care of signature
cards, keep a record of stop payments, and to make shipments of
cash to correspondent banks or to customers for payroll
purposes, etc.
Certification Department .—The work of this department is
usually cared for by the paying teller. However, due to
the prevailing custom among stock brokers to pay off balances
with certified checks, some banks find it necessary to main-
tain a separate department for this service.
The Clearing Depar iment .—All checks and credit instruments
that are collected through the clearing house are first
sorted inuo batches by the clearing department. The proper
entries are made, credit tickets are made out, and the
instruments are then sent out for clearing.

Transit Department .--Into this department come all items
that are payable out of town. The proper entries are made and
collections are effected. The difference between this depart-
ment and the collections department lies in the fact that all
items going to the transit department are considered cash while
the items going to the collections department are not so
considered until they are collected.
Cxty Collections Department .--The name implies the function
of this department. It receives all items that a~e to be collected
in the city and then secures payment. It usually does not
nandle clearing house i terns.
Country Collections Department .—Location determines whether
items will be collected by this department or the one last
mentioned
.
Coupon Collections Department .—This department exists
to serve corporations and the government by acting s their
coupon paying agents. It handles local bond coupons and those
which come to it from correspondents. Thus, nearly all bond
coupons are drawn into the large city banks for col ection as
they mature.
The Note Tellers Department .—The name of this department
is derived from its function of collecting notes other than
those which the bank secures in connection with its lo ns and
discounts. Besides this, the note teller usually does any
miscellaneous teller work such as h ndling telegraphic transfers,
special deposits, etc.
Savings Department .—As the title indicates, the duty here

is to care for time deposits and wi thdrawals . It naturally falls
to this department to compute interest on deposits and make
the necessary adjustments on the customers’ ledger sheets.
The Discount Department .—Takes care of discounts of all
kinds. Thxs department receives acceptances, v ays for them,
computes the earnings, and collects for them at maturity. It
also falls to this department to handle rediscounts an^ borrow-
ings at the Federal Reserve bank.
The Loan Department .—This department functions much the
same as the discount department excepting for the fact that it
handles loans instead of discounts. Besides computing earnings,
collecting for notes at maturity, etc., it takes care of collateral
margins, partial payments, and so on which are all a part of the
loaning function.
The Bond and Securities Department .—Handles the bonds and
securities of the bank. Its work involves the recording of
“sales and purchases, interest, earnings, profit and loss, etc.
Personal Trust Department .—The activity of this department
is quite diversified. It might be said in general that it cares
for all fiduciary relationships with the customers of the bank.
Hence, the nature of their duties would be the caring for
customers’ securities, administrating estates, etc.
Corporate Trust Department.—A separate trust department for
corporation exists only when the work can not be handled efficient-
ly by one single department. It secures bond issues, acts as a
depository under re-organizations, etc. It is not ’uncommon
for this department to do fiscal agency work for corporations.
This includes coupon paying, registrar of securities, dividend

payments, transfer agent, etc.
Foreign Exchange Department .—The duties of ahis depart-
ment depend upon the policy of the bank. Some banks maintain
such a department for profit while others maintain it merely
as a service to customers. At any rate, the duties involve
the buying and selling of foreign exchange and the management
of incidental details.
Check Desk Department or Che c k Teller .—To this department
come all checks from the clearing house payable by his bank.
The teller sorts these checks, makes a record, and then sends
them to the proper department of the bank.
The Bookkeeping Department .—The chief task of the book-
keeping department is to keep the general ledger of the bank.
It should be pointed out, that bookkeeping is done in every
department of the bank. However, uniformity and efficiency de-
mand that there be a central department which records the
financial transactions fo the entire organization so that the
various data from all departments can be readily understood
and interpreted. This bookkeeping department is one of the
most important of all departments because it is in a position
to furnish facts, comparisons, and other data without which
banking would be hopelessly lost.
Since the world r,Tar, n increasing number of people of
this nation have availed themselves of the many services
which banks offer to the public. This custom has increased
the use of bank credit, checks, etc., with the result that the
payment and collection of charges and credits has become mostly
.
a matter of bookkeeping rocedure. &ence, the necessity for
accurate bookkeeping is of primary importance.
The Auditing Department .—Auditing involves a review,
analysis, and verification of financial transactions and value
fluctuations and the presentation and certification of state-
ments disclosing financial condition, profit and los~ outcome,
and other pertinent facts. -Since this subject will be treated
more fully in a later chapter, it will suffice here to merely
emphasize that auditing in banks is or at least should be a
more exact and detailed process than in any othe r' line of
business. The fiduciary nature of banking requires the
elimination of either intentional or unintentional errors as
well as a strict control over the financial policies and
transactions of the institution.

CHAPTER II
BANK ACCOUNTING
Purpose of Bank Accounting .—Accounting deals specifically
with the recording and presentation of facts involving the
acquisition, production, conservation, and transfer of value.
This definitions holds for either financial or mercantile organ-
izations. If this definition is amplified, it is found that
the purpose of bank accounting is threefold; first, to show
a chronological record of the transactions which effect an
increase or decrease in values; secondl.
,
todetermine the
financial position at any specified time; and thirdly, to
determine the profit or loss for any period as well as any other
facts which should be known
.
- The accounting records should show 'hat is woned by the
institution and what the institution owes. It should show
how items were acquired and from whom as well as to whom items
are owing. The records should omit nothing that properly belongs
there and anything that does belong there should not be
-recorded. Then, too, the records should be regular. By regualar
we mean that transactions have been recorded according to the
accepted standards of the profession and consistent with the
by-laws of the corporation.
Another important purpose of accoanting is to keep a
-history of transaction in chronological order so that in the
future matters to be attended from day to day will not be over-
looked. For example, the bank has to have some record of the
maturity dates for notes. Hence, it keeps a maturity tickler

which provides information which shows what notes fall due,
when, and the amount.
General Characteristics df Banx Accounting .—The nature of
banking, discussed in the first chapter, makes it clear that
bank accounting is different from other types of bookkeeping.
Moreover, banking is an old and well established profession
dating back to seven centuries before the birth of Christ.
Hence, one would expect custom to introduce a certain number
of peculiarities. Besides this, banking has been slow to adopt
modern methods of recording and presenting financial facts.
This can be attributed to the conservative banker, who, because
of his fiduciary position, hesitates to be among the first to
experiment with new ideas.
A banks materials are different from the usual business or-
ganization. The inventory of a bank consists of cash, bonds,
stocks, commerical paper, and other credit instruments rather
than merchandise such as the manufacturer, wholesaler, or
retailer finds in his stock. The great value in small bulk
of this inventory is also a peculiarity and one that therefore
requires strict accounting and infallible system.
Then, too, nearly every transaction requires some entry.
The average mercantile concern has need for less accounting
entries in a week than a bank requires in a single day. There-
fore, the problem in a bank is to secure the accurate recording
of a great number of entries. Happily, the theory involved in
mak._ng these entries is not a complicated process. Hence,
repitition of similar transactions makes it possible to standardi
records, forms, and methods so that the accounting can be quickly
'
and efficiently accomplished.
•Since banking requires such very accurate bookkeeping,
we find that despite the fact that there are so many entries
to be made, there are usually two or more sets of entries cover-
ing the same transaction. By installing this method,
the one set of entries acts as a check against the other.
Since the theory and procedure of making most entries is re-
latively simple, there is very little liklihood of the two
entries both being "wrong in the same detail. Moreover, the
temptation to steal is greater in a bank than in nearly any
other organization. Hence, if two or more sets of entries are
made by two or more persons in different parts of the bank
it will be difficult for any dishonest person to steal and go
undetected for very long.
When a bank is departmentalized, as most banks are, the
bookkeeping is designed so that each department must balance
ith the central bookkeeper. Hence, when an error is made, and
it might be well to say here that errors will be made re-
gardless of the calibre of either the system or the employees,
it can be worked on separately by each department. It is often
possible to tell in just what department the error was made.
Moreover, most accounting systems provide for a "batch”
system of checking with the internal department. This facilit-
ates the breaking down of the day’s work into units and the
finding of errors before a great number of entries have been made.

Most business organizations have accounting periods which
vary from a month to a year. «-t the end of each period, the
books are closed and statements are drawn up. The banker's
fiscal period is a single day. The books are closed and balanced
each day and a statement of condition is drawn up. Moreover,
-it is often necessary to close the books in the middle of the
day or within an hour after the bank has opened. This is caused
by the strict regulation which is enforced on all banks. The
examiner ought come in at any time and ask for the statement
of condition. Therefore, it is necessary that the system be
kept right up to date and almost up to the very minute.
Anotner reason for speed in caring for the bank's books
is due to the importance of time in banking. A bank is a
profit organization and its profits come chiefly from earned
interest which is bas ed on ,i ,e. Hence, it is necessary that
transactions be handled in the shortest time possible and at
the same time be error proof. Besides this saving of time,
laws concerning the collection and payment of credit instruments
are very strict. Notes, drafts, etc. must be tendered at
definite times, installment and part payments involve legal im-
plications
. An accounting system that does not keep up with
such a multitude of details would be of little value.
In the ordinary business enterprise, the bulk of the account-
ing work pertains to assets—accounts receivable, inventory,
cash receipts, etc.; in banking, the op osite is true. M^st
of the accounting personnel is busy recording the liabilities
—
chiefly deposits. This situation is peculiar to the American
1
financial institutions because we do business mostly in credits.
Europe, on the o^her hand, does its business in debits. Go
far as accounting is conce ned, however, neither system is more
difficult because the units of work to be done would be the
same under either system.
Organization for Accounting .—As was previously said,
accounting is allocated or split up between the various depart-
ments of the bank. The accounting is not done at any one
particular place or department—each department does its own
bookkeeping which is controlled by a central bookkeeping deoa^t-
ment or the auditing department. The greatest volume of the
accounting is done in the regular operating departments who
do the bookkeeping along with their other routine services.
Hence, a bank’s organization for accounting can be broken up
into four essential elements
1. Making original entries and keeping pre-
liminary and subsidiary records.
2, Keeping customers’ or depositors’ accounts.
3. Keeping the general books.
4, Auditing the work done in the previous
three steps.
General Uniformity in Banking Procedure .— It has already
been mentioned that bank systems must have readily available
materials that will make possible statements which the govern-
ment requires of all banks. The custom of sending in bank examiner
has conditioned the accounting systems an 5, has determined
1. Langston, L. H. Bank Accounting Practice, p. 8

the kind of accounts that are kept. The result of this has
been a tendency for the banks to hav . almost uniform systems
even though the government does not require them or specify
account titles. The bank examiners, however, as they travel
from bank to bank, carry information and make suggestions which
tend to bring about this uniformity.
It is not intended to convey the idea that the amount of
work in banks is essentially the same. The bank is systematise"
according to the purpose for which it was organized. It logically
follows that the purpose of the organization would be conditioned
by the needs of the community. For this reason, the activities
of banks are lopsided; that is, their business is usually great-
est in some certain form of banking such as Savings, T^ust,
Foreign Exchange, Loaning, etc. Nevertheless, the accounting
procedure and system is relatively uniform.
Accounting Fundamentals the Same in All Banks .— ’’The
fundamentals of bank accounting are alike, differing only in
the methods of accomplishing these fundamentals " Although
no two banks are exactly alike in their details, the funda-
mental work, for all practical purposes, can be said to be
standardized
.
The difference between banks lies not in what is done
nearly so much as in who does it. Thus we find that in a small
bank three or four persons might do nearly all the work, while
in a large city bank, there might be a dozen persons employed
to perform exactly the same function. As banks grow in size
1. Kniffen, T. H. The Practical TVork of a_ Bank p. 225.
.»
it is necessary to subdivide the work and to attain specializa-
tion in the various tasks. Since the most difficult accounting
problem is the successful recording of similar transactions,
it is apparent that as the number of transactions increases,
the need for specialization grows until we find the accounting
system of the large city bank organized as effectively as a
complex piece of machinery. However, close scrutiny of such a
situation will reveal that this seemingly complex machine
involves no more accounting theory than the ordinary small
town bank that is run by three or four employees.
It seems logical then, that a paper of this kind, should
proceed with a discussion of accounting theory in any "average"
bank. Unhappily, however, no such organization exists. There
are no two banks that are exactly alike. As a matter of fact,
- banks are so different insofar sas banking is concerned that
no one could say just what an "average” bank "as. The differ-
ence is one that is related, however, to banking theory rather
than accounting theory.
Kniffen, Langston and others maintain that accounting
fundamentals are the same because it is necessary to have a-
v&ilable in the records a picture of the financial transactions
of any bank. The keeping of these records in theory is essential
the same in all banks. Therefore, if the accounting for a
.i-arge bank is understood, it is natural that the procedure
in other banks will be understood.
In describing bank accounting, one can devote himself to
all of the various minor details of r cording bank transact ions*

However, if the nature and intent of the work is once in in 1
,
the details necessary to accomplish that work are easily found.
A detailed explanation of the minute details of bank accounting
would lead to confusion. One could take each banking operation
and describe it fully—the objective, the entries, the books
of entry, forms to be used, etc. Such an undertaking would,
however, be merely a repetition of what others have written
many times before, and it would involve so much sirnrle explanat-
ion that the entire work would be detailed and confusing. A
person interested m such detail should not expect to understand
it from reading; he should go to a ba.ik and examine the records
and watch the progress of a day’s work. In this manner, he will
get a concrete idea of the many transactions as well as a
concept of how banks manage to account so exactly for each transact-
ion. Therefore, the remainder of this chapter will b^ devoted to
axi explanation of the broader concepts of the accounting work.
Banking Records .—The records of a bank can oe broadly
divided into two classes. First, the corporate records, which
consist of the minute book, the stock ledger, the stock
certificate book, and the stock transfer book; and secondly,
the financial records which consist of the general journal,
the many subsidiary ledgers, and the general ledger which
functions as a summation and control of all the data in the
other records.
The following is a list of the records, orporate and
financial, that one might expect to find in any large bank. It
should be remembered that these records are often subdivided

so that more than one person can work on them at the same
time .
The Books of Record
1 . Minute Book
9
• The 8tock Certificate Book
3 . Stock Register and Transfer Book
*± 0 Stock Ledger
5. General Cash Book or Journal
6 . General Ledger
7 . Daily Statement Book
8. Certificate of Deposit Register
9. Ca^h^er’s Check Register
10. Register of Drafts Issued
11. Individual or Dealers’. Ledgers
12. Check and Deposit Scratchers
13. Discount nd Loan Registers
ft
i
—1 Maturity Ticklers
15
.
Liability Book
16. Offering Book
i
—1 Note Tickler
18. Collection Register
19. Tellers Statement Book
20. Dividend Book and Payroll
21. Voucher Register
The uses of these books to the logical mind, are apparent fr<">m
their names. At this time, a detailed explanation of the form
and use of all these would be confusing. The specific uses
of those not explained will be readily understandable after the

broader aspects of the a counting procedure are explained.
The Minute Book ,—The minute book, as the name implies, is
a record in chronological order of the activities of the director’s
of the bank. It should contain all the resolutions of the
board of directors and is therefore a necessary part of the
accounting system. It is in this book that the policies of the
bank are recorded. Each banking officer derives his authority
from the ooard of directors. His duties and powers which are
usually definitely fixed, would be found in the m.nute book.
Compensation of officers, amendments to the by-laws, issue of
capital, declaration of dividends, ratification of lo ns, and
all other matters handled by the board of directors are recorded
here. It can readily be seen, therefore, that because of the
nature of bank transaction—the possibility of fraud, the ser-
iouness of errors, etc.—the necessity for this specific
axlocation of responsibility and statement of policy is of
vital importance to the accountant.
Stock Certificate Book and Stock Transfer Journal .—The
stock certificate book is, as the name implies, a record of
the ownership of stock. Anyone familiar with the nature of a
corporate form of organization can readily see the necessity for
such a record. In banks whose stock is actively traded on
the exchange, it is necessary to keep a stock transfer journal
•which evidences the sale of stock and recognizes the new
stockholder. Thus, it is from these records that the bank,
as a legal entity, keeps in contact with its stockholders.
The information ontaj-ned within these books is necessary for

the distribution of dividends, bank reports, and announcements
of stockholders f meetings. Then, too, there used to be a time
when the owners of a bank were under double libility in case
of the failure of their institution. Due to the legal expense
and difficulty of enforcing this rule, it was dropped. It seems
that the large holders usually had enough money to drag
their cases through the courts and stall off any payments, while
the small holders were without protection. Moreover, recent
legislation has provided for a better protection to take care
of this double liability rule.
Slock Subscriptions Register .
—
'Alien a bank is first organ!
z
the capital stock of the new organization is usually first
subscribed for and then paid by installments. It is not un-
usual, either, for a subscriber to sell his subscription or
his right to subscribe to .some other party who is interested
in Ihe undertaking . Such transactions are handled in a sub-
scription book wrhich is a record of the stock subscribed,
transferred, and the amount paid.
Tne Dividend Register .—The fact that the government
regulates the banks more strictly than any other organization
necessitates the keeping of a strict account of dividends.
Before dividends are declared, all expenses and accruals must
be considered and a certain percentage of the remaining surplus
must be set aside to meet government regulations concerning
the protection of the liabilities of the bank. Moreover,
conservative banking practice prohibits any declaration of
dividends that will reduce the surplus to the very margin
prescribed by the la . The supervisory government officers
«<
therefore usually check the bank’s policy in regard to the
declaration! of dividends. This register, in order to fulfill
its function, should present information which will disclose
the amount of the dividend, the amount of each check sent to
the individual stockholders, and the number of checks ’"hich
are paid off or outstanding. From this record then, sup-
ervisory authorities can c eck the bank and the auditor can
maintain a conservative policy which will protect both the
bank and its depositors.
The Accounts of a_ Bank.—The accounts of a bank differ
from the accounts of the usual business organization because
nearly all of the transactions involve cash or some other
credit instrument. There are no merchandise inventories for
which to account, no accounts receivable because nothing is sold,
-nd there are no return sales and purchases. Moreover,
it is obvious that the very nature of a bank's transactions
involve a bookkeeping system that is an exact science. Each
transaction, calculation, and entry must be checked and double
checked in order to keep the records as mechanically perfect
as is possible.
Despite these differences in the accounts of a bank and
the usual mercantile orgaxiization, there is a similarity of
reasoning which can be applied to sho" how the accounts used
do perform the same functions in a bank as they do in a mer-
cantile organization. The accounts payable of a bank ar-e the
deposits which customers have trusted to the bank’s care.
The inventory of a bank consists of bonds, stocks, mortgages.
'.
*
and other securities which customers have pledged for loans.
And so, the same reasoning that is applied to determine what should
be debited or credited in a mercantile organization can be
applied to banking. The difference lies in the subject matter
rather than in the reasoning.
The accounts of a bank can be classified under three broad
headings; namely, the accounts with persons and corporations;
the accounts with property, real nd personal; and the nominal
accounts
.
The first large class concerns deposits of customers and
these accounts measure the bank’s indebtedness to depositors.
The second class involves the property of the bank; such as,
notes, investments, transit items', etc. The nominal accounts
include the expense accounts, the income accounts, interest account
etc. One thing is common to all these accounts—they either
specifically or remotely represent some form of cash or some
credit instrument which in turn is closely related to cash.
Accounting Procedure Broadly Stated .—As stated before,
there are three main financial records kept by banks. The first
is the general journal whose form varies to suit the different
needs and details of segregated banks. This book is a record
in chronological order of each banking transaction as it occurs.
The journal is seldom one book; as a matter of fact, it is usual-
ly a very specialized record broken up so that each type of
transaction has its own journal. The second financial record is
the ledger. It too is subdivided as the needs for specializa-
tion within the bank increases. In large banks, each separate

department has its own ledger which is controlled by an account
in the general ledger. The bank ledger is perhaps more
exactly pictured as a summation or collection of journal entries
classified and placed in logical accounting sequen e. The last
broad accounting record is the statement book. The name of this
record implies its function and use. Now uhen, this paragraph
very briefly explains the functioning of the financial account-
ing records. We see first the happening which is journalised;
then these journal entries are classified into the subsidiary
ledger and also the general ledger; from the general ledge^ the
information is found for any statements which the bank ’esires
to publish. The most important fact to be remembered about
this accounting system is the fact that it is carried on with th
object of having available at the end of each day information
for bank statements. Those familiar with mercantile and
manufacturing systems, know that the books are closed only at
the end of a fiscal period; this is true of a bank, but its
fiscal period is a day. Some banks even go so far as to close
and balance each department twice a day. The reason for this
is self evident. Material handled are ^ery valuable, hundreds
of transactions occur every hour--all this makes it necessary
to check for e rors before so much work has been done that it
would be impossible to detect them. Furthermore, the fact that
a bank must have the trust of the public makes it necessary
that every practical effort be utilized to maintain that trust
and confidence. Repeated mistakes in the accounts of the
customers would soon depreciate the ranks of the customers.
3
Original entries are made in the operating departments.
These departments not only make original entries but along with
their other duties they also keep the subsidiary ledger.
Hence, the receiving teller in a commercial b..nk will check
the deposit tickets to see that they are properly mad - out and
that all the information needed is included. He then, takes
the customer's deposit c^rd and m kes the proper entries to
record the transaction. After the cash is counted, he will
place the deposit ticket and any other information in a basket
near the door of his cage. At regular intervals a clerk from
the interior bookkeeping department will collect the information
that is in the basket and take it to the bookkeeping department
where entries for the general ledger will be prepared. Hence,
we have two sets of entries for each transaction. At the end of
the day, the teller will count his cash and reconcile his
department with the chief bookkeeper. It might be, that by
the use of machines, the teller can give the clerk a balance
for his work each time the deposit tickets, etc., are collected.
Hence, the checking for errors will be reduced to smalle batches
and the work made much simpler.
The following is a list of the asset accounts that would
probably be found in the general ledger of a present day bank.
It is important that these accounts be understood. The other
accounting processes are merely a matter of logic, detail,
and safety which are necessary for the adequate maintenance
of financial control. The liability and capital accounts
will be cons_dered later.
'
Ihe Asset Acc ounts
1. Loans and Discounts
a. Demand Loans
b . Time Loans
c. Secured and Unsecured Loans
2. Overdrafts
3. Bond Investments
4. Mortgage Loans
5. Banking House
6. Other Real Estate Owned
7. Furniture and Fixtures
8. Due from Federal Reserve Bank
a. Reserve Account
b. Collection Account
9. Due from other Banks and Bankers
10. Cash in Vault
11. Cash Items
12. Exchange for the Clearing House
lo. Accrued Interest
14. Due from Customer on Account of
Acceptances
15. U. S. Bonds to Secure Circulation
(National Banks Only)
16. Redemption Fund from U. S. Treasurer
Loans and Discounts .--Persons familiar with banking know
that the chief earning asset of a bank is its loans and discounts.
he distinction between loans and discounts lies in the method
of collecting interest. ,?rhen a loan is made, the bank advances
the full amount of the face of the note. Ihen, when the
•
customer liquidates the loan, the face of the note plus
interest at an agreed rate must be paid. In making a dis-
count, the procedure is modified somewhat. Instead of giving
the customer cash or credit for the face value of the note,
the amount of interest is calculated and the customer is given
the difference between face value and the interest. fit maturity,
the customer pays only the face value of the note. It is a
mistake to say that the difference between a loan and a discount
lies in the fact that on a discount the bank colie ts its
interest in advance. This is a common misconceotion in general
texts on banking and accounting. The interest is neither
collected or earned until the face of the note is paid. There-
fore uhe real difference between a loan and a discount lies
in the calculation and method o* payment rather than in any
time element. The advantage of using discounts can readily be
seen. The person doing the borrowing knows just what he must
pay at the date of maturity and the note can be transferred as
a negotiable instrument much easier if the interest rate has
already been calculated in advance.
For administrative purposes, the loans and discounts
might be subdivided; however, such su 'division presents no
accounting problem. When a loan or a discount is mdde, the
account is charged and the customer's account is credited ,,rith
a deposit. After the customer liquidates his obligation,
this account is credited an a charge is made to some asset
such as Due from other Banks or Bankers or Cash. Hence, the
difference between the debits and credits to Loans and dis-
counts represents the outstanding credit through this medium.
.'
Overdrafts
.
—Overdrafts are very similar to loans differing
largely in the manner in which they originate. The nature of
the asset is implied in its title, '"hen a customer overdraws
his account, he becomes indebted to the bank— this of course
depends on whether the bank is willing to advance him the
money under the circumstances. The account is sho'"n by
a charge to Overdrafts and a credit to either Cash or to
Due Other Banks or Bankers. T,rhen the account is paid, the
Overdrafts account is credited and the Cash account is increased.
It is logical „o ask wrhy this account is not listed as
a loan since that is what it essentially is. There are two
reasons for its being listed separately, the first is that
overdrafts are looked on with disfavor by domestic bankers of
this country and it is desireable to show the amount over-
drawn. Besides this, banks dealing in foreign exchange,
do most of their business in Overdrafts; hence it is desireable
to keep them separated.
Bond Investments .—Banks often invest in certain ’’legal’’
bonds as a means of protecting deposits by good investment
and at the same time earn interest on money that would other-
wise be idle in the vault. It is the universal practice to
carry bonds at their book value . This custom is one of the
reasons why the banks had such a difficult time during the
1929 depression. The book value of bonds was much higher
than the market value which had the ’’short run” effect of
overstating assets and thereby causing huge pa v er losses. Banks
able to hold well selected bonds would not lose, but there were

few banks of this calibre. Naturally, the financial strain
of the depression had to be borne chiefly by the banks.
Hence, securities including these bonds were ’’dumped" on the
market. In order to protect themselves, bankers everywhere
subscribed to gaarantee funds supported by their own collat-
eral. This difficulty, protecting depositors and at the same
time making profits, is the major problem of b nking which is
further accent dated by the abnormal times and changing •'•on^it-
ions
.
Mortgage Loans .— In banking circles, well selected mortgage
loans are considered to be good loans; however, there are no
particular emphasis on the work ’’good". The chief drawback
is that they are slow and in times such as the recent de-
pression it is difficult to convert them into cash. The
accounting for a mortgage loan is very similar to other loans
excepting for the fact that it is slightly more involved. In
making such a loan it is necessary that the real estate be
examined, appraised, insured in favor of the bank, and that
the necessary legal papers be regularly recorded.
The advantage of mortgage loans lies in the fact that
the bank has less risk to take. Moreover, if the debtor de-
faults that bank is certain to realize at least a part of
the value of the loan.
Banking House and Real Estate .— It is a matter of custom
and general policy for banks to own the building in which they
do business. The theory behind this is that by owning its build-
ing, the bank builds up an atmosphere of security in the

community in which it operates. The customers of the bank
believe the bank is going to continue to operate indefinitely
else ohe banking property would be rented. Furthermore, banks
generally are not permitted to own property in excess of the
bank building. Of course, real estate acquired by foreclosure
is owned but it is not supposed to be held indifinitely
.
The length of time such property can be hel I is determined by
law which has its elasticity in the fact that the bank can
get an extension of time from the proper authorities.
Most bank building are larger than is necessary for
the immediate needs of the bank. For this reason, the vacant
part of the building is rented out to suitable tenants.
The value at which tne bank building will be ca rie'1' on
the books is usually determined by the board of directors who
also decide the proper depreciation of the asset. The account-
ing technique here is much the same as that in any mercantile
business. The asset is charged on the books at cost. A. valuat-
ion reserve is then set up to care for the depreciation. The
problem of allocating this expense between the bank and its
tenants will be taken up in the chapter on Cost Accounting.
Other Real Estate Owned .—Real Estate owned is an asset
that is frowned upon in most banking circles because of the
cumbersomeness and difficulty of liquidating such an asset.
Moreover, a bank is e sentially a financial institution; not
a real estate agent. One of the difficulties encountered
during the last depression and somewhat during the recession
(common usage is the authority for differentiation between

these two business slumps.) was the fact that many banks dis-
covered that they were rapidly becoming landlords. The constant
care and nature of such assets constitute a burden to the
bank and they are therefore disposed of as soon as it is
profitable or practicable. It might be said, however, that
such loans well placed and well cared for often come through
a business slump better than other ty; es of securities. Never-
theless, a general rule to keep clear of real estate exists.
Furniture and Fixtures .--Furniture and Fixtures are
common to all businesses. It includes ookkeeping machines,
typewriters, adding machines, and other office equipment such
as desks, chairs, etc. Formerly, it was common for banks to
charge the above items directly to an expense account thus
eliminating the carriage of this asset. However, due to the fact
that the federal income tax law prohibits a deduction to be
taken for such expenses all in one year, it is advisable to
charge these items to an asset account and amortize their
cost over a pre-determined period of years.
Due from Federal ^e erve Bank, Reserve Account .
—
mhe
Federal banking law requires that each member bank maintain
a reserve with the Federal Reserve bank that is equal in amount
lo a designated percentage of the bank’s deposits. This
reserve is kept as an asset of the bank; however, the bank
is not permitted to draw anything from this legal reserve.
Moreover, most banks consider it expedient to keep a larger
reserve than the law’ requires. The difference in banking
conditions would naturally condition the size of this reserve.

Due from Federal Reserve Bank , Collection Ac count .—Member
banks have several ways which they can use to maintain adequate
reserves. The most current method is to send checks and other
cash items to the Federal reserve bank for deposit. The fed-
eral reserve ba _k accepts such items on a deterred credit
basis. In other words, these items are not available as a
reserve until a certain period of time has elapsed. The
length of the period depends entirely on the amount of time
necessary for the Federal reserve bank to collect for the
checks and other cash items. For this reason, the member bank
first credits these items to the Collection Account and then
transfers the entry when the time limit expires to the
reserve account.
Cash in Vault . — In banking circles, cash is either currency
or gold bullion _on hand and in the vault. In state banks, cash
in the vault may be considered as a reserve, but the National banks
do not. Any foreign currency on hand is maintained in a sep-
arate account as is any cash which the bank has in any place
other than the vault. It might be said that the cash carried
in the vault is usually a very small items as compared to the
amount of ocher asset items. There are several reasons for thi c :
-in the first place, there is not as great a use of cash in bus-
iness today as there used to be; moreover, it is safer to
keep the cash with the Federal reserve bank and besides, cash
in the vault is not earning money and therefore is an expense
to the bank.
Due from oth^r Banks and Bankers .--Due from Other Banks
and Bankers should not be confused with the previously mentioned

account. Due from Federal Reserve Bank. The two accounts are
entirely different. Due from Other Banks and Bankers cannot
be used as a reserve except in a very few states where the
law does not prohibit such a practice. The account represents
- a deposit balance which this bank maintains with other banks.
The need for such accounts is seif evident especially when
one considers the nature of foreign exchange. Moreover, small
banks find it necessary to keep deposit accounts with large
banks in the metropolitan areas so that they can give credit
to the business men of their own areas. The procedure is much
the same domestically as it is in foreign exchange.
Cash I terns .—Cash Items compares with the Petty dash Fund’s
of the ordinary mercantile organization. Even in the banks,
this account is treated with little regard for accounting
principles. Many banks are guilty ~>f the practice of consider-
ing I. 0. U’s., memo-checks, etc. as cash. The only items
that should be listed in this account are checks cashed after
the teller closes his books, coupons, and petty cash itself.
Care should be taken to keep the account clear of any quest-
ionable items.
Er change for the Clearing House .—The title of this account
explains its nature. All checks received during the day on
other banks that can be collected at the clearing house are
charged to this account and subsequently collected. Checks
on banks not members of the clearing house might be charged
to this account, but it is the current practice to keep such
items separate.

Accrued Interest, —Banks hold various amounts of bonds.
securities, and mortgages depending, of course, on the si^e
and purpose for which the institution was organized. Never-
theless, as a general rule, there is at all times s large amount
of interest carried but not yet due. Since it is necessary
to know the exact condition of the bank, this interest must
be shown as an asset like any receivable. Obviously, it would
-be awkward and expensive to stop each day and figure the
amount of interest accrued on each separate item. Moreover,
it is a comparatively simple process to prepare a schedule which
shows the accrued interest from day to day. As each credit
instrument is acquired, a schedule can be made showing the
amount of interest that instrument earns from day to day.
If these schedules are then fused together, the amount of
accrued interest in total can be ascertained at a glance.
Besides the service of this system, there is a minimum of "ork
required because the calculations can be speedily arrived at
by the use of charts and calculating machines and the work
need be done only once.
hue fr em Customers on Account of acceptances .--The Federal
Reserve Act gave to member banks acceptance powers. Thus,
when a bank makes an acceptance, it has an obligation to pay
the holder. This obligation is off-set by the amount due to
the bank from the person for whom the acceptance was made.
The prof-t for the bank lies in its interest charge. It might
be that the bank will take a promisory note as concrete
evidence of such a receivable or it might be that it will
merely make an agreement with the customer. Bank statements chow
'
that this account and che liability account, Acceptances Out-
standing are always the same in amount.
U. S. Bonds to Secure Circulation.—Quite naturally,
tnis account is limited to National Banks. Moreover, note
circulation is quite strictly regulated by the Federal Reserve
Act. Before a b.nk can issue notes it must purchase United
Stages bonds of certain issues and deposit them with the
Treasurey Department in Washington. The Treasury Apartment
sends engraved notes to the bank which in turn issues them
for the loans it makes with its customers. For the bank
there is a two fold profit. It gets approximately 2 per cent
interest on the bonds plus whatever interest is earned on the
loans. The expense of engraving the notes plus a tax makes
the cost of such issues around 1| per cent. It is interest-
ing to note that on September 30, 1938, 4,215 million dollars
of the total 6,822 million dollars in circulation was Federal
Notes making this the most popular type of currency.
1
Redemption Fund from U. _S . Treasurer .— In order to take
care of the redemption and re-issue of used bank notes, every
issuing bank is required to maintain a reserve equal to 5 per
cent of the total issue with the U. S. Treasurer in order to
provide a clearing fund. Thus any old notes that are cancelled
pass through this fund and new notes are then sent to the
bank for re-issue. It is easily seen that this fund, an asset
of the banu, for accounting purposes, is always in the same
1. Federal Reserve Board Bulletin Bept. 30, 1933

amount and therefore presents no accounting difficulty.
Due from Foreign Banks .—This account arises only in
.hose banks dealing in foreign exchange. Langston says:
"From the accounting viewpoint there is
xxO such thing as fore_gn exchange. A purchase
of exchange amounts to a purchase of a bill of
exchange which is immediately remitted and
charged to a foreign correspondent for the pur-
pose of building up balances due to this bank.
A sale of foreign exchange is nothing more than
a sale of a draft of some kind drawn against
these balances."!
It is the current practice to quote bills of exchange in
terms of doli rs and cents: this custom has therefore lightene
the accounting difficulty of recording such transactions.
" Tith this discussion of assets, we will now take up
the liability and capital accounts. It is not intended to
give the idea that either of these lists include all of the
accomts that one might find in a bank. The impossibility as
well as the uselessness of such an undertaking is not only
self-evident from the nature of banking but is also evidenced
by the multitude of different books and published opinions
on the subject.
liability and Capital Accounts
1. Capital stock
2. Surplus Fund
5. Undivided Profits
4. Circulating Notes Outstanding
5. Due Federal Reserve Bank
1. Langston, L. H. Bank Accounting "ractice
. p. 24.

6. Due Other Banks and Bankers
7. Individual Deposits Subject to Chck
8. Savings Deposits
9. Certificates of Deposit
a. Time Certificates
b. Demand Certificates
10. Certified Checks Outstanding
11 . Cashier ’ s Chec ks
12. Dividends Unpaid
15.
Christmas Club
14. Rediscounts 'Bills Payable"
15. Reserve for Taxes, etc.
16. Unearned Discounts
17. Accpetances Outstanding
18. Interest Accrued Payable
Capital Stock .—The capital stock a coml of a bank
performs the same function as does this account in any other
business enterprise. The amount in this account shows the
stock issued and outstanding. Preferr d and other classes
of stock would each be separately listed.
Surplus Fund .—The surplus account of a bank is one of
its most important accounts because it indicates the strength
of the bank. Hence, this account is built up as much as possibl
and is made up of stick premiums, donations, and earnings.
The one peculiarity of handling surplus lies in the fact that
banks, unlike other enterprises, make no distinction between
donated, paid-in, or earned surplus.
Undivided Profits
.
—The undivided profits account corres-

ponds to the profit and loss account of a mercant: le ente^p^ise
It is a clearing account for all the nominal accounts. To it
are credited all items of income; the charges are for operat-
ing expenses and losses. From time to time, excess credits
are transferred to the surplus account or are distributed, to th
stockholders as dividends.
The three foregoing accounts make up the capital structure
of the bank. It is from these three accounts that the book
value of the stock is determined.
Circulating Notes Outstanding .—The nature and need for
this account was explained under the correspond inf7 asset,
U. S. Bonds to Secure Circulation. Circulating notes ar° no
more than bank promises to pay which circulate at par value
because of the nature of the security behind them.
Due Federal Reserve Bank . --This account is closely related
to the asset account, Due from Federal Reserve Bank. As was
explained there, the reserve bank accepts checks on a deferred
credit basis. The member bank credits these items until the
scheduled time has expired to this Due Federal Reserve Rank
account. Then, when the time elapses, this deferred amount
is transferred to the asset account. Due from federal "esemre
Bank, Hence, Due Federal Reserve Bank is in the nature of
a deferred credit to income and as such appears as a liability
on the bank statement.
Due Other Banks and Bankers .--Rince most banks have
funds on deposit with correspondent banks, there are banks
who in turn ha e money on deposit with it. Usually these

accounts represent reciprocal agreements whereby each corres-
pondent agrees to serve the other’s customers in his o'-'Ti lo-
claity. Hence, we find the banks in the larger cities do
a large volume of business as bankers’ banks.
Due Foreign Banks, --This account arises from dealing in
foreign exchange and represents the amount in dollars and
cents which a domestic bank owes to a foreign bank because
of exchange which this latter house holds against the domestic
banker. The custom of foreigners to quote foreign exchange
in terms of the other country's money, and the custom of our
bankers to quote in terms of dollars and cents s_mclifies the
accounting for foreign exchange in banks of the United states.
We are the only country in the world that has this custom of
quoting exchange in terms of our own currency.
Deposits Subject to Check . --This item is usually the
greatest single liability of a b nk except in those cases
where savings deposits are a majority. Deposits subject to
check are demand deposits and the bank will honor any cher-ks
properly made out against the account unless frau ' is suspected.
Savings deposits are almost universally kept separate from
demand deposits due to the fact that a larger reserve must
be maintained for demand deposits.
Demand deposits may originate from various sources
—
United States Deposits, State deposits, deposits from ind-
ividuals, deposits by other banks, deposits from businesses,
and deposits arising from loans, Wny most deposits arise
from loans was explained in the first chapter.
The efficient handling of demand deposits is the greatest

problem in most banks today because small accounts are .just
as costly to maintain as the large ones. This factor together
with the increased use of banking services by the average man
has opened a new field of accounting endeavor—cost account-
ing in banks. This subject will be taken up in 'etail in
later chapters.
Savings Deposits .--These , too, are a large liability
item in many banks. Due to the fact that interest is paid on
practically all savings deposits, the banks are c reful to
maintain and enforce fuies regulating the making of deposits,
withdrawals, and interest payments. Usually, the right is
reserved to refuse a depositor his entire account ’unless
notification has been duly rendered according to the bank’s
pre-determined policy which must be printed in the depositor’s
pass book. The amount of uhis account is represented in
coth the depositor’s pass bock and in the bank’s record with each
de:ositor. In order to protect themselves from dishonest
practices and errors, most banks have the rule that the deposit
book is merely for the customer’s convenience and in no way an
official evidence of liability.
Certificates of Deposit .—Many banks issue certificates
of deposit instead of passbooks. The most common use of these
certificates, however, concerns spe ial deposits which carry inter-
est under special arrangements. Hence, certificates of deposit ar
of two kinds, time and demand, depending on the reason for their
issuance. Their use is especially prevelent in banks that
have definite rules as to the length of time a savings deposit
I-
must be in the bank before ii is eligible to receive interest.
Certified Checks Outstanding
.
— A certified check differs
-from other checks in th t the bank accepts the responsibility
for its payment. The usual transaction is cared for by charg-
ing the customer’s account with the amount of the check and
crediting the liability account, Certified Checks °utstanding.
Cashiers Checks .—Cashiers checks are those which ore
made out by the bank in payment of some liability. They ar°
usually drawn by the officer of the bank and freauently are
used in place of certified checks. The proper use of these
two instruments is very profitable. Because of the nature of
their security holders do not rush to cash them. Therefore,
the bank has use of the funds represented in the check as well
as the funds which it has set aside to redeem the check. TTence,
the bank has a double use of funds diring the interval that
the cashiers or certified checks circulate.
Dividends Unpaid
.
--
Tr,hen dividends are declared, a liability,
—Dividends Payable, is set up by charging' Surplus or Undivided
Profits and crediting the liability. The liquidation is usually
by check to stockholders . The total of these outstanding
checks is represented by the balance of the account.
Christmas Club .— It is hardly necessary to more than
mention this account which has in the past few years grown to
be so popular. The total amount in this account is like a
time deposit in a savings account, ’hiring each December,
the account disappears from the ledger and a new account takes
its place the following January.
.Si- -
Rediscounts . --There are two ways that a bank can secure
funds when it reaches the point that it can lend no more
money without impairing its legal reserve. It can borrow
funds from another bank like its on customers borrow from it,
or it can rediscount its own notes by selling them on the
open market or to the Federal reserve bank. If the first metho'1
is used, a liability, Bi^ls Payable, is set up; the second
method is represented by the term Rediscounts. The principle
involved is the. same but the separation is customarily provided
in order to show exactly what has happened.
Reserves
,
Liability .—Reserves to meet future expenses
are maintained in banks as well as in mercantile organisation.
The amount of the reserves varies according to the discretion
of the banking officers who must be careful to set asi q e a
sufficient amount for losses which are always incurred even
in the best of banks. Moreover, res rves for taxes, ontingeneies
,
wasting assets, trust funds, etc., have to be provided.
Reserves in the sense just described are liabilities as
distinguished from the legal reserves with the Federal reserve
banks which are assets. This apparent ambiguity in the use ~>f
terms is one of the peculiarities of bank accounting which time
and custom have sanctioned.
Unearned Pis coon is .—Unearned discounts is a liability
caused by a book entry for the collection of interest which
has not yet been earned. The theory for the setting up of this
liability involves the same principle as the setting up of
the asset for accrued interest receivable that is not yet due.

- For instance, suppose a $1,000, 60-day note bearing interest
at 6^ is discounted for Joan Doe at the bank. The bank gives
John Doe only $990 while io retains his note for *1,000. ""his
ten dollar differential should not appear on the books until the
sixty days have passed. For this reason, a credit is
made to Unearned Discounts which off-sets the overstated a s s t
.
Many texts explain this liability on the basis of its off-
setting interest collected in advance on such discounts.
However, nothing has been collected and it does not s : em
logical that an accounting entry should be considered as anything
more than a cl-_ im to an asset. The very reason that it is
only a claim necessitates the off-setting entry.
Acceptances Outstanding .—Acceptances were discussed
quite fully under the asset item. Due from Customers on Account
of Acceptances. Therefore, it only is necessary to mention
that the liability a bank assumes when it makes acceptances
is stated in this account.
Interest Accrued Payable . --Interest Accrued Payable is
related in theory to Discounts Unearned. Interest accrued,
in this instance, pertains to interest owed but hot yet due
on such items as Saving Deposits, Certificates, and other
accounts which draw interest. The fact that this is one of
the heavy liabilities of the bank squires the preparation
of accrual schedules which show hat the bank is o ing.
These schedules are prepared in the same way as the accruals
receivable which were explained under the asset. Interest Accrued
Receivable
-'
I
Journal Entries ,—Thus far the discussion has been limited
to the subsidiary and general ledger. This procedure was
adopted for the sake of explaining the final effect of various
transactions. The general ledger is not, however, a book of
*
original entry. All entries to the general ledger are first
journalized in the general journal or a subdivision of it.
Thus, the totals from the records of the savings department,
the loans and discounts department, trust department, etc., are
carried, usually in total, to the general journal -’here the
proper entries are made to give the effect of transactions in
that department. These entries are then posted to the general
ledger. The general journal performs the same function in
a bank as it does in a mercantile organization. It is a
chronological presentation of the accounting facts.
Quite naturally, we find the general journal used dif erent-
ly in various banks. It is the practice in some banks to h ve
one journal in charge of a clerk who makes all the entries:
other banks subdivide the journal so that more clerks can work
on it at the same time. Another reason fo^ subdivision is
to permit the keeping of journal entries in each department
along with the other duties. However, these are merely difference
in technique and therefore have no effect upon the accounting
principle involved.
The journalizing of bank tr nsactions differs from the
usual mercantile method. It is in reality much simpler, ^o^-
iustance, suppose we found from the daily deposit slips that we
had 7500 dollars. Deposits would be credited for this amount
-while technically cash would be charged. However, since nearly
'’
all transactions involve cash, it is unnecessary to make
a separate entry because the credit to deposits indicates
the debit to cash. Therefore, there is no journalizing as it
is generally known; the bank’s general journal is more like
a cash journal of a mercantile business.
Forms
Due to the fact that an explanation of all the various
banking forms would be of little more value than the taking
up of a few more pages, the subject has been omitted '"ith
one exception--the Boston Ledger. Moreover, forms vary from
bank to bank and are constantly being changed in order
that they can be adapted to the use pf machines which simolify
and speed up the work of recording. Besides this, it was
stated earlier that thus paper was interested in the broader
aspects of the accounting procedure rather than the details
which are incidental to their accomplishment.
The Boston Ledger .--The Boston Ledge 1'’ plays such an imo^rt-
ant part in Bank Accounting and still is used enough to warrant
an explanation of the technique involved. Beach says:-
”In the United States the old style of bound
ledger with one or two accounts to the page is almost
xtincL, Banks of the present day, in their book-
keeping departments, may be divided into the user
of the Boston pen ledger, loose-leaf pen-posted ledgers,
and machine-kept ledgers.
”In New York, Lew England, and in banks within
this sphere of influence, the Boston ledger has many
advocates. The Boston ledger permits carrying many
accounts in a compact- space, each page can be balanced
as a unit, and t:iere is a daily trial balance ofthe
ledger. ’There most of the accounts move daily and
trained bookkeepers are available, the Boston Ledger
has proven satisfactory.
1. Beach, F. L. Bank System and Accounting , pp. 7°-74.

THV BOSTON LE^G^R
Jan. 3, 19—
.
Jan. 4, 19—
.
Jan. 5, 19—
.
Dalton & Phillips 1 3,620.88 14,110.21 5,766.42 13,355.04
Richard Roe 2 1,000.00
2 , 86 5 . : 1
17,866.311 487.25
-T, 778. 22
17,928.31
Geo. Smith 3 500.00
1,062.001
4, 886.32| 200.00
641.23
4,430.07
Jones & Co. 4 147,177.65
43.751
383,511.191 52,633.48 279,247.45
5
6
Totals 7 420,174.03 arr• • •
8
9
Boston Ledger Sheet used By the National
Park Bank of Hew York Cityl
Explanation : TTPart of the Bos Lon ledger sheet used by
the National Park Bank of *’ew York City. The full sheet h s
lanes for twenty nine accounts. Across two pages there are
twelve double columns--room for two week’s work. As used the
National Park, the double column is headed with the date.
The balances are forwarded with lead pencil into the right-
hand or credit column. A total of these lead pencil figures
is a trial balance. Checks coming from the Clearing House are
posted in the debit column in red ink. On the page as reproduc-
ed here, the entries in lead pencil are indie ted by heavy
fugures and the red ink by light figures. Certified checks, in
black under the lead penc_l balance. All other credits are
posted the same but in black ink. '"Tiere there are a number
of checks to the same accounts, a list is made and only the
total entered. The new balance of each account is compu‘ ed
mentally and extended in lead pencil to the credit side for the
next day’s double column.”
. p. 72.1. Beach, F. L. Bank Bystem and Accounting

"This ledger has one line for each account, poss-
ibly carrying from 20 to 40 accounts to page. The
names are either written in by the bookkeepers or are
printed. There printed, it is customary to leave
them standing in type so that it is necessary only
to set the new account and take out the closed ones
at the next printing. Address plates may be used
for this same purpose. Accounts opening between the
printing dates have to be written in by the bookkeepers,
space being left for this purpose so that the new accounts
will not be too far out of their alphabetic order.
"Under the true Boston ledger system the balances
cure brought forward every day. In a bank which has
a considerable proportion of accounts which move
only occasionally, the bookkeepers must still handle
these inactive accounts. To over-come this objection
to the Boston ledger, all accounts with habitually
less than four or five moves a month may be transferred
to an inactive ledger. This ledger is kept on cards
or on loose-leaf forms. A separate control is kept of
inactive accou its. If a check comes in on an
account in this group, it is charged against the
inactive ledger control and posted to the ^articular
customer’s card. Should the card show signs of
material increase in activity, the account should be trans-
ferred back to the -oston ledger.
"Even with the assistance of such a supplementary
ledger, the Boston form is not very suitable for
an institution which has many samll accounts. The
loose-leaf ledger here comes into its 0"n as it
is necessary only to handle the accounts which have
moves. A few bankers have s tenuously opposed the
introduction of loose-leaf methods fearing that through
the subtraction or substitution of ledger sheets
manifpulation would be rendered relatively easy.
Thile there are some cases on record, experience
generally has not borne out cheir fears. "die rro :abil-
ity is not great enough to "arrant the additional
expense and inconvenience of bound records. Further,
proper auditing furnishes a greater protection than
could ever be secured merely by the use of bound
books without such auditing."
The advantage and disadvantages of the Boston ledger are easily
seen. Quicxness of posting and daily proof are the outstanding
advantages. The chief disadvantage 1 es in the fact that the
space for accounts is estimated thereby leaving ooen the
difficulty of not being able to easily work in the details of

very active accounts. This difficulty can be overcome by listing
the details on an adding machine tape, attaching the tape, and
then recording the total of the details.
The Boston ledger has been loosing in usefulness of late.
Due to the monotony of keeping such a record, the work is easily
adapted to the use of accounting machines. Moreover, it is
desireable to elimin. te such work due not only to the savings
which machines give, but also to the tension and monotony
of which the clerks are relieved. Therefore, the imuort nee
of the Boston ledger today is largely historical even though
some banks still use this older method.
Internal Check and Proof .--One of the most essential
parts of the accounting system of any bank is the daily oroof
of the general ledger. It is not intended that errors go
undetected to the ledger. Far from it I The entries of every
department forego the test of at least one check. In order to
show the care that is taken, a detailed description of Cavings
Department Bookkeeping will be g^ven. There are various methods
used to attain an internal check; yet, the principle involved
is the same and will be understood by the following explanation.
Savings Department Bookkeeping .—The almost universal
practice for the savings ledger is the use of a c rd file arranged
numerically. Each depositor is given an account number. mhis
-cumber on his ledger card corresponds to the number on h s
pass book. The practicalness of this system is self evident.
A number is easier to find than a name and is easier to file.
Moreover, poor writing of names on the passbook is elimin ted

by the substitution of a printed number. The greatest advantage
lies in the speed of posting by a number. Machines can be
used which automatically charge or credit the depositor’s pass
book leaving the be lance. In this same operation, many machines
can handle the posting to the ledger kept by the bank thus
eliminating the element of human error and making fraud more
difficult
.
In order to check entries made in the passbook and the
ledger cards, the cards are not placed back in the file but are
put either in a different tray or in a space provided in the
back of the original tray, ''lien the posting for the day is
completed, all of the debit and credit slips are sorted accord-
ing to their control account and the totals of these debits
and credits are posted to the c ntrol cards. It is possible
for this proving to go on a- designated intervals throughout
the day, but that is a matter of individual taste.
It is now apparent that we have two sets of entries on
ledger sheets as well as the totals on the machines. Hence,
the posting to the control accounts can be proved by checking
the old and the new balances on the individual depositors’
ledger cards. Besides this check, the machine on which the
posting was done. can be checked and the posting further verifi-d
Now then, there is yet an element o^ error. Sup ose the
wrong depositor’s ledger card were used 0 This is an error that
will not occur very often, but it can easily be checked eve^y day
The account numbers on the debit and credit slips can be
added numerically; then, the account numbers on the depositor ’s
ledger cards can be added. The total should be the same: if

it is not, then the process of checking back through the cards
would be necessary. This would be a troublesome procedure, but
it can readily be seen that the probability of such errors
is very slight.
In large banks where there might be too many transactions
to nit until the end of the day to do the porting, a method
is used whereby small batches of transactions are posted and
checked at a time. Thus, some other person can take all the
^ledger cards, the debit and credit slips, the machine reading,
and then make and check the posting to the individual cards
and the control account. There profitable, this system is cert-
ainly advantageous because it makes the tracing of errors a
simple process due to the relatively small number of transaction
checked at a time. Besides, the work of these internal bookkeep-
ers can be regulated between departments so that they are kept
busy at all times.
A trial balance of the depositors* ledger cards may be
taken once a month, at the semi-annual interest period, or
preferrably, over a period of time. The latter method is pre-
ferred because it makes possible the utilization of the snare
time of the employees and eliminates long hours of overtime
work at certain periods. A section of the depositors* ledger
can be checked at one time, another section at another: then,
the sum of these balances can be checked agt inst the control
ledger to ascertain the trial balance.
Thule the system of Savings Department Bookkeeping which
has been eXj lained is a typical system, i „ should be stated here
.
Large institutions thatthat there is not any "one best way”,
have a great number of depositors often divide the customers’
ledger cards alphabetically. Thus, one teller has cards A-n
,
another E-J, and so on. Each window is marked so that the customer
can tell the one to use. This facilitates ouick service to the
cus bonier and also breaks down the ledger thereby making the tak-
ing of a trial balance and the tracing of errors an easier task.
Accounting for Interest
Rua.es governing inuerest are immaterial to the purpose
of this paper and vary with different banks. The mechanical
work of figuring interest is a tedious process since each
account must be figured separately, One method provides
special interest columns on the ledger sheet. Just after a
period has closed, the interest is figured for the next period
and entered in this special column. Then, as the customer
withdraws, the interest lost is calculated; and, if the
customer makes a new deposit, the interest on that deposit
is ascertained and shown in this special memorandum column.
Thus at the end of the period the mechanical work of figuring
interest has already been completed leaving only the extending
of this figure lo the body of the account. The only objection
to this method lies in the fact that there is nothing to which
-to check. Therefore, it is necessary to carefully check these
firures to see that no errors creep in. One method of check
used is to recruit as much help as possible towards the end of
the period, a trial balance of the interest credits is taken
and entered on a check sheet. After this is done, the ledger
.
cards are divided up into batches and the interest is again
figured. The second calculation of interest is placed in the
second column of the sheet. Thus an analysis of the two
columns will reveal any discrepencies , These differences can
be checked and the interest thus correctly ascertained . The
posting to the control account can be made directly from these
sneets or can be made from the cards and checked against the
amount arrived at from the recapitulation.
Handling Checks
Checks which are drawn on the bank are first handled by
the paying teller. He keeps a personal list of all money paid
oat on checks which he proves against the checks themselves.
He then sends the checks to the check desk where they are
sorted into groups corresponding with the va ious deposit ledgers.
For instance, all the checks thai effect the A- I ledger
are sorted in'oo one package, J-N in another, O -'7 in a
third. After this has been accomplished, the checks are sent
lo the bookkeeper in charge of each respective ledger. He, of
coarse, takes each check and charges the appropriate customer’s
account with the amount.
After each check has been accounted for, it is necessary
that the amounts charged to customers agree with the total of
the paying tellers list. As in handling deposits, the bookkeep-
er puts each card posted in a separate tray or in some specially
designated file where the cards can be proved. By running a.
tape of the amounts charged, he can easily tell if he agrees
with the paying teller. In most banks the procedure is simplified
by the use of posting machines which build up the total after

each transaction. The saving of time is worth the expense ofthe
machine because, if no mistakes are made, the proving can be
completed in a very few minutes. Since errors are the exception,
this method is very satisfactory.
The posting to the general ledger is made from the checks
themselves. The advisability of this is readily seen because
provision for a third proof on both the paying teller and the
subsidiary ledger bookkeeper is facilitated. Internal check,
as has been state', is the most important objective of a
bank accounting system. For that reason, the bank takes every
profitable opportunity afforded to maintain a constant proof
of all transactions.
Bookkeeping Furors
The work of the bookkeeper is routine and involves a
great many transactions of the same kind rather than a variety
of entries, nence, there are few unintentional errors of
principle. The speed with which transactions must be handled
causes many errors of technique. Langston and ,,Thitney observed
that banking errors could be grouped into four main classes
1. A charge item may be posted to the column for
cred_ts or vice versa.
2. A charge or credit item may be posted to the
wrong account; thus, a check against John Brown’s account
maght be charged to James Brora's account.
5. An error may be made in posting the amount
of either a check or deposit.
4. In computing the new balance to be brought
1. Langston and vhitney. Banking Practice
. p. 322.

down, an error in addition or subtraction may be made.
The bank meets this probability of error by providing for
detailed internal check in each department similar in principle
to that described under Saving Department Bookkeeping an'1
Handling Checks. Thus, for every transaction there are usually
two sets of entries which are further checked by the controll-
ing accounts in the general ledger.
Monthly Statements
A further proof of the depositors’ ledger is made possible
by the custom of sending monthly statements to each depositor.
These statements are often made along with the other daily work
of the bank. A separate ledger is kept in looseleaf form which
has the same entries as the general ledger, ^ince the information
comes from the same source but is recorded by tv.ro different
persons, the agreement of their totals makes another check.
Then, at the end of the month, the information in the duplicate
ledger is mailed to each depositor. Naturally, this check is
final and if the customer does not object, it is fairly reason-
able to expect that the accounts have been properly kept. fifter
all, the o-ly positive check would depend upon a liouidation
of the bank. Another advantage of the statement system lies
in the fact that such a system keeps vouchers from : ccumulating
and protects the bank and depositor against the practice of
forging checks. Without the monthly statement system, accounts
might go on for months without b^ing authenticated. This would
give dishonest persons ample time to forge checks and escape
undetected
.
No doubt many would question whether the advantages of

this practice are adequate to compensate for the expense of
keeping ohe duplicate ledger. The answer to this expense is
found in the adaptation of machines o the ~”ork which provide
the statement with a nunimum of work and expense. Besides,
the fact that most of these machines are rented saves the bank
its investment in another fixed asset and at the same time
leaves it in a position to take advantage of the latest develop-
ments in bookkeeping machines.
Other Records .--It is impossible to name all the records
that a bank might make use of. Most banks have a bond ledger
which is a record of each block of bonds arranged alphabetically.
The information sho n includes the name of the security,
cost, par value, book value, market value, interest rate,
interest date, date of maturity, interest for one day, interest
at maturity, and so on.
Another ledger provides a record of all collateral
loans. It shows the name and address of the borrower, rate,
list of securities, maturity and so on. cimilar to this record
is the mortgage register which is a detailed record of all
mortgages held.
Modern banking necessitates the keeping of a statistical
record. Of course,not every bank keeps such a record and
the statistics kepu varies with the different banks. If the
information collected-amount of deposits and drafts,
number of deposits received and checks paid in each department,
number of checks sent to each correspondent bank, number of
transactions in each department, etc. --is properly analyzed.
'
it can be of use i^n the formulation of future policies of
the bank. However, it is too often true that such records mere
serve to appease the conscience of the managers and make them
thxnK that they are following modern methods of business by
keeping such a record. The value of the records rests not
in the statistics themselves but in the use which the manage-
ment makes of them. Progressive banks find such information
a profitable guide in the establishment of sound cost control
and bank regulations. This will be discussed in detail in
subsequent chapters.
Expenses .—Most banks pay their expenses with a voucher
check which not only authorises the payments but also serves
as a basis for the proper classification of the expense.
Some banAs pay with cash or with a cashiers check using the
receipt as a basis of entry. It is easily seen that the former
method is to be preferred because it makes possible a systemati
classification, of expenses an - a detailed record of what has
been paid and what is yet owing. Moreover, the voucher system
allocates the responsibility for payments and gives the
control of expenses to a responsible officer of the bank.
For petty cash items, it has been found that the imprest
system works be s t » A columnar petty cash book makes possible
the classification of expenses which, ties in with the voucher
idea
.
Purpose of Records .—So far, the discussion has been
confined to the broader aspects of recording the financial
transactions of banks. The information recorded per se would

would mean little except to an accountant or a person familiar
with financial records. For several reasons then, these facts
are analyzed and arranged to form a ’’statement of condition”
which is, briefly, a statement of the real accounts. The
statement serves several purposes. It goes to the comptroller
of tne currency, state officials, the public, and serves as
a guide to the management.
The management usually requests a statement of the general
ledger. Such a statement is not only a guide for the bank’s
future policies but is also a test of the balancing of the books.
The entire work of the bank is tied inextricably to the account-
ing records; hence it is essential that they be in balance at
all times. Nevertheless, any reasonable man knows that it is
impossible to handle the volume of transactions that a bank
faces each day without errors. How could any bank teller
handle cash day in and day out without at some time over-or
under-paying some customer 0 For this reason, it is necessary
to maintain an account that absorbs these errors—the °ver and
Short Account. Over-payments are represented in this account
by charges while under-payments make up the credits. If this
account becomes very large, it is closed into the profit and
Loss Account; however, there are usually enough errors. over
and short to Keep the account pretty well in balance.
Keeting up with Accounts .—The cost of opening an account
is usually the bank’s greatest single expense in so far as
the average account is concerned. Therefore, it is import-
ant that changes in accounts be brought to the attention of

responsible officers; this is especially true of closed accounts.
Due to the cost of securing the account, it should not be lost
without a good reason. Moreover, if there is an error or a
misunderstanding, it should be corrected. Some bank even
keep information of the names, amounts, and number of checks
of other bank coming through their own house. 1,Tith this
information as a guide, they can outline a more intelligent
plan for increasing the number of their depositors.
In the early part of this chapter it was stated that the
accounting records, if properly kept, will show what the concern
owns on the one hand and hat it owres on the other, ^o far,
the work has been directed to an explanation of the princiDles
Qnd fundamentals of bank accounting without involving the
minor details of the accomplishment of these principles. It
was hoped that this work would be of interest to persons who
were concerned with banking and accounting and that it would
serve as a foundation for th.‘ under standing of the discussion
of cost control which follwos. Since the recent depression
and recession: cost control in banks has been given a new impetus
and has been a fertile field for the extension of accounting
activity. The fact that work in this field is still in its
infancy, makes it a more interesting and challenging subject
than the ordinary operating accounting which is, however,
indispensible to successful banking.

CHAPTER III
COST ACCOUNTING
Objective . --Cost accounting generally has not been consiler-
ed to be important to bank accounting. One usually thinks
of a cost system in connection ith manufacturing organizat-
ions such as shoe factories, auto plants, and so on. ^e
shall see, however, that its application to banking is just
as sound and reasonable as in any other type of organization.
The main objective of cost accounting is to arrive at
a measure of the costs of producing each class of income. mh°
difficulties encounte ed are self-evident. In the first place,
the expenses of a bank are, for the most part, indirect costs:
that is, they cannot be applied to any specific earned income.
It naturally follows, then, that to install a system that
will correctly allocate these expenses will involve a great
amount of detail and analysis which might make the system
expensive to operate. It would be foolish to carry the
analysis so far that the amount spent in distributing expenses
would waste more profits than the information was ” rorth.
In this connection Beach says: 1
"Cost accounting is a study which in its app-
lication to a particular situation requires an ana-
lytical mind, common sense, and a broad enough view-
point so that one's sense of proportion insures the
cost accounting system fitting into the needs of
the business and paying a profit above the cost of
its operation.”
From this common sense deduction, it naturally follows that in
discussing cost control wre cannot be too specific or dogmatic
1. Beach, F. Bank System and Accounting , p. 304.

in saying just what should be done and what should not be
done. However, the general objectives and rrincinles of a
good cost system and their application to the banking situat-
ion is possible. I have found that there is no general agree-
- ment even theoretically when it comes to the question of apply-
ing cost accounting to a banking system. As we shall see,
however, the ifferences concern themselves with minor theories;
the objective—arriving at a measure of the costs of produc-
ing each class of income— is the same in every situation.
It is natural that there would be differences in theories
concerning the present subject. No two banks are organised
for the same purpose and therefore any system of cost account-
ing would have to be adjusted to meet the needs of the bank.
Moreover, the reasoning of experts in the field is naturally
affected oy their own environment. However, as Beach says,
the person with an analytical mind, common sense, and a
broad viewpoint can, if he has a thorough accounting knowledge,
make a cost system work under the conditions presented in his
own surroundings
. He is guided by the broad principles of
cost accounting which must be adjusted to suit the bank’s
organization as well as the demands of the management.
Need for Cost Control .—The very nature of banking renui^es
that the bank set up every reasonable, expedient safeguard
against its failing. The old adage, ,T A doctor buries hi a mi-take
while the banker goes to prison for his, M represents better than
anything the present attitude of the public towards banking.
As we saw in the last depression quring the bank holidays of

of March 1933, the success of a bank or a system of banks
depends upon the confidence of the people. Therefore, we are
forced to consider the fact that there are other objectives
of banking .besides the showing of a handsome profit. A well
developed cost system is a valuable guide for the administrators
of the bank’s policies. A good system reveals unorofitable
operations and puts into sim; le language the effect of a great
mass of details which otherwise might cover a multitude of sins.
Then too, taking banking in general, we find that there
is much room for improvement in so far as the practical value
of cost accounting data are concerned. John I. Millet points
out
:
1
’’During the last forty years, as shown by
reports of the comptroller of the currency, al-
though the gross earnings of banks have kept pace
with the general increase in business, the per-
centage of net earnings on capital and surplus
have remained almost stationary. The extra gross
profits which have been earned have been consumed,
for the most part, by increases in tsxes, expenses,
interest to depositors, and losses. This lack of
increase in net earings is more surprising when
it is considered that the ratio of deposits to
stockholders’ capital has increased immensely
during that period.”
From these facts it appears that there is a definite place
for cost control in the policies of our banking institutions
.
It has been suggested by Langston that bankers might supole-
ment their intense attention to credit and investment with
some thought towards ^he preservation of a larger part of
these gross profits.
It should be remembered that cost accounting in itself
1, Millet, J. I. Bank Audits and Examination , p. 411.

is of no v&lue. Its value lies in the dollar and cents in-
crease in profits which directors and managers can effect by
the intelligent utilization of data presented by the cost system.
One reason for skepticism ires in the fact that too many
executives have the attitude that the mere maintenance of a
cost system is all that is necessary to guarantee greater profits
and insure the banx’s solvency. If the policies and banking
practices are not conditioned as the cost system directs, then
it is foolish to incurr the expense of furnishing such in-
formation. After all, why kee unnecessary records 0
Bankers of late years have been forced to concern them-
selves as much with the problem of how profits come about as
how much the profits were. In fin ing out how profits come
about, information leading to the disclosure of losses is also
made possible. As a matter of fact, the real problem has been
losses and expenses rather than profits. Even though losses
are prevalent in all businesses and especially in banking, it
is essential that these losses be known so that there wall be- a
conscious effort to eliminate them and provide adequately
for those that cannot be foreseen. Hence, we find the need
for emphasizing cost control and cost accounting.
Ordinary Control .--Every bank has cost control to s certain
extent. It is the degree of control that varies, ^he ordinary
accounting or bookkeeping system is the basis of a more detailed
and analytical control. The preceeding chapters have been
devoted to an explanation of the characteristic of this funda-
mental ph^se of the work. ,TTe have seen how the many thousands

of tr nsactions which ffect the accounting system are handled
in detail in the subsidiary records and. then posted to the
proper controlling account in the general ledger. Such a plan
gj.ves the full effect of every entry in the general ledger
of the bank; yet, the facts are simplified and classified so
that they present a picture of the entire work.
Such a double entry system makes it possible to prove
each day’s work. The general bookkeeper makes his entries to
adjust and close the books for the day. Since the general
books contain the control accounts, each subsidiary account
must be in agreement with its control and a summary of the
cash on hand must agree with the summation of the work for
the period. It is essential to cost control that these general
records be accurately and consistently ke- t. ^ach bank should
strive to maintain a general system which always reflects the
true totals of the subsidiary records. Since conditions are
different in every bank, the details of this accomplishment
will vary; the objective, however, is essential to all and, as
Beach says, knowledge of the general principles along with
common sense Wxll insure success.
In order to develop a cost system, it is important that
there be more than just a general control of the books, dost
accounting is analytical in nature. Iu breaks do"n the general
into units. Since cost control has these same characteristics,
it logically follows, then, that this general system should
also provide a system of control for each department similar in
its objective to the system of bookkeeping employed in the

savings department which we described in an earlier chapter.
The purpose of the description was to give an idea of the
detailed work common to every department as well as to show
how internal check, an essential element of control, is achiev-
ed. The general system should provide for the breaking down
of the daily proof so that the total debits and credits of each
department are shown. Such a departmental proof serves as a
logical starling pomi for the uncovering of errors which were
made during the process of completing the day’ transactions.
In general, a satisfactory accounting system for banks will
accomplish the following points c-
1
-
’’(l) It will produce results that are pleasing
to the bank T s management and to the bank’s customers:
(2) it will be simple to operate and reasonable in
cost; (3 ) it will lend itself readily to audit control
and will contain all possible safeguards against error
and dishonest manipulation.’’
Classifying and Distributing Expenses .--In order to arrive
at a measure of the costs of producing each class of income,
it is necessary that expenses be allocated and recorded in a
way that will rea ^.ly lend itself to a later distribution to
the several classes of income.
’’Cost records should be so designed as to shed
light upon obscurities such as these; rates of int-
erest to be paid on deposit balances—especially
time deposits, average balance requirements for
commercial accounts, free banking services, carry-
ing charges for accounts, profitableness or un-
profitableness of branches and functions, direction
or expansion or curtailment of activities . ’’2
If we are to accomplish the objectives mentioned above,
it is necessary that the classification of expenses be finely
1. Young, B. E. Bank Cost Control
. p. 2C
.
2. Langston, L. H. Bank Accounting practice
. p. 437.

drawn so that generalities are minimized. Thus the classifi-
cation of expenses necessitates painstaking efforts and studies
of individual transactions. Next, it is important that a plan
be drawn for the proper distribution of these expenses when
they are paid. After this has been accomplished, the pre-
determined plan should be strictly adhered to in order to make
a scientific test of the system and to provide a uniformity
of method which lends itself to concrete criticism and check.
Naturally expenses should bear a relation to the function
responsible for its creation. This is in essence, the funda-
mental purpose of the classification of expenses—to relate
items of expense to their related income.
-
Mr. E. H. Ensell of the National City Bank, New York,
advances the theory that only the direct expenses should be
classified and that administrative expense should be considered
as generally existing for all departments. Therefore, he be-
lieves that the income from the investment of stockholders
shoald off-set this expense. In contrast to this idea we have
'"oolley’s statement that the theory presented above would permit
the bank to sell i,ts commodities for less than cost. Naturally,
if we throw out certain costs, the stockholders will have to
absorb the difference. He maintains that the practical must
supercede the theoretical in the ultimate determination of
the basis for cost analysis. Furthermore, he believes that
every cost can reasonably be classified in a way that lends
itself co a distribution to some certain type of income. It is
Langston, L. H. Bank Accounting Practice D . 438

Woolley T s contention that the banker like the manufacturer,
must cover all expenses by his "sales” income. It is admitted
that there is no "royal road" to cost finding. " mhose who hope
to find costs by raving a 'magic want’ will only succeed in
obtaining meaningless figures." -Lt is therefore necessary to
begin with a finely drawn classification of expenses an'
1
f ollo T,T
up the sequence of the work until unit costs are found for
each transaction.
-
- Another school of thought on this subject first classifies
income. It works on the broad theory that capital funds,
that is, the investment of the entrepreneur, is to provide a
fund which will provide building, equipment, and earn enough
to cover the general expense incurred with this function. The
other items of income are drawn from the outside. They consist
of funds to invest which make up the income from loans, fiduciary
fees, foreign exchange profits, etc. Thus, this classification
of income serves as a basis for the classification of expenses.
Expenses incurred in drawing funds from the outside are apport-
ioned to the latter class of accounts while general expense
and overhead is considered to be an expense which the income
from capital funds must defray.-
In contrast to this, we have the most popular school of
thought which does not place so much emphasis on the philosophy
behind income. It considers the expenses of operating a derart-
ment such as the savings department as an expense of orerating
the enterpr_se as a whole rather than considering it as an
1. Toolley, E. S . Obtaining Bank Costs . pp. 1-6.
2. Ibid.

expense of accumulating and keeping funds to invest. L
One could go on from here with a greater discussion of
theories of classification. Every soiree of material presents
different theories; however, as said before, the different
theories represent generally different banking conditions.
This paroicular conflict serves to further emphasize the fact
that the cost control of a bank must be in the hands of a
competent, well trained person who has the initiative and creative
ability necessary to suit the system to the bank. He must have
enough judgment, common sense, and forethought to overcome
the individual obstacles which he encounters. The weight
of authority as expressed by Langston, Woolley, N -ary. North,
The American Bankers Association Journal, and others, follows
the attitude of expense classification which ”Toolley and Langston
both advocate—a painstaking study of each transaction and bank
activity which reveals just what expenses are incurred and then
apportions them to that specific transaction. In other words,
an attempt is made to cover all exoenses together with a
fair profit on each transaction with customers. Hence, as
Woolley says, the bank will pay for its maintenance out of
its "sales” income like any other manufacturing or mercantile
organization.
The relation of income to some particular function is
not always an easy matter to determine. As a matter of fact,
it is not possible to classify every expense in such a way
that it can be definitely apportioned to some function. However,
1. Woolley, E. S. Obtaining Bank Costs . pp. 1-6.
.
the difficulty of certain obscure items is offset by the fact
that most banks are organizer-' according to functions. Thus,
this specialization and departmentalization lends itself easily
to the distribution of the greatest percentage of the expenses.
There are always, in any business, expenses that apply to the
establishment as a whole.
Before expenses can be classified they must first be care-
fully analyzed, A good general accounting system will provide
for the classification of a large percentage of these items.
Most banking institutions use the voucher system which lends
itself readily to a classificat on of expenses, respite the
fact that most general accounting systems provide for such a
classification, it is probable that this classification would
not be fine enough to serve the purposes of cost accounting.
The better the breakdown of expenses, the more efficient
Aill be the cost system. Costs improperly classified are worse
than meaningless because they serve to distort the true
picture of the organization.
Therefore, in order to get a finely drawn classification
of costs, it is desireable to make analysis sheets for each
department. The analysis sheet should be complete in every de-
tail and should provide space for every expense. There
is a tendency in analysing expenses to have a column for
miscellaneous data. Examination of these data will usually
disclose a multitu e of sins. It is agreed that such a
classification is necessary, but the amount should be small
axid the items there should be those of infrequent occurrence;

and so on. If regularsuch as, laundry, ice, periodicals, food,
recurring items, ordinary routine costs, are included as mis-
cellaneous, then the cont ol of these expenses is hidden ecause
no one knows what the expense was.
In order to save ihe time of detailed analysis every
period, the system should provide or classification as soon
as the expense is incurred. Thus the expense voucher should ind
icate the department and the expense in the department to which
the charge should be made. Distri ution, however, cannot be
properly made without first having a proper classification of
the expenses.
Apportioning Expenses .—The problem of distribution, then,
specifically necessitates the distribution of the thre^ broad
classes of expenses which apply to all banks; namely, direct,
indirect, and administrative. direct expenses are not difficult
The direct expenses of the Commercial department are the sal-
aries of the tellers, the light by which he works, upkeep °f
machinery, and other expenses that are directly allocable to
him.
Indirect expenses arise from supervisory activity which is
necessary for the success of the direct e pforts of the operating
divisions within a given department. In the commercial depart-
ment, this expense wo ;ld include the salaries of officers -'ho
serve customers, the department’s share of rent, light, and
services for the lobby, etc.
Administrative expenses are even more remotely connected
with each department. They include the salary of the president.
'
legal expenses, audit fees, director’s fees, and other similar
expenses. It is the distribution of this last type of expense
that causes the most argument and disagreement.
The general accounting system serves as a starting point
for the distribution of expenses. In order to serve a cost
system, this distribution must be developed to the point that
all expenses of the department and of its divisions represent
the total costs of that department. In order to accomplish
this purpose, the expenses are posted to divisional cost sheets
in such a manner that a recapitulation of these sheets will
represent the total expenses of the department. Salaries
and wages are charged to their appropriate division, charges
for rent are made on the basis of floor space; so are light, heat
and other se vices. The cost of machines used as well as the
depreciation of any wasting as et must also be considered.
The information on these departmental sheets is then posted to
the expense ledgers.
Hence, information in the expense ledger is now classified
and usable for reports desired by the management. The reports
‘-would probably consists of separate statements showing the
expenses of each department. Then by utilizing the statistical
data concerning each transaction, the ba.±k can determine its
unit operating costs which serve as a basis for determining
service charges and the profitableness of accounts.
As an explanation of the probable procedure, a plan suggest
ed by Young in his Bank Cost Control will be given here, ^he
author does not intend that this be a model of expense classif-

ication or that it is the "one bes t way’’ ; it is merely e practical
presentation of the principles which can be applied to the
usual banking situation.^
The plan is to set up a chart which consists of a listing
of the expenses of each single department, ^.ach of these ex-
penses is then analyzed and classified according to the tyre
of expense which it is—direct or indirect. Thus, for example,
the chart of the Commercial Banking department will contain a
classified list of all the direct and indirect expenses. After
the expenses are classified, they must be merged into direct
expense items. Here, as in the classification of expenses,
a number of ways might be used. It is therefore necessary
^to arbitrarily choose which method of apportioning will gi^e
the most effective and accurate results.
One method is to assign indirect expenses to direct op-
erating divisions in the ratio of each division’s direct
salaries to the total salaries of the department. It might
be that for different indirect expenses, different methods of
apportioning will be used. Nevertheless, some reasonable
method must be chosen and it must be one that lends itself to
consistancy else the cost records will not furnish an accurate
basis for comparison.
Administrative expenses are even more difficult to apport-
ion tnan indirect expenses. However, the apparent difficulty
is largely due to thinking in terms of isolated cases and in-
stances rather than to the general run of conditions. The
1. Young, B. E. Bank Cost Control
. pp. 138-203.

common sense and skill of the accountant must compensate for
these details. After all, it is impossible to set up a set of
rules or steps to be followed and then contentedly say, ’’There
it is, men, just follow the simple rules an your cost control
—is assured." It is suggested, since administrative expenses
must be considered, that their ratio to the total direct expenses
of the bank be determined and that each item cost, when determined
be increased by that stated percentage in order that it may
carry its share of the administrative expense. If this plan
is followed, each expense, indirect or direct, will receive
a portion of administrative expense when it is incurred. The
difference, over-or under-applied, will be given effect in the
financial statements.
The most important thing to remember in apportioning ex-
penses, is to include every expense that is direct under direct
expenses. For instance, if one of the officers of the bank
spends all of his time in the Loans and Discounts department,
then his salary should all be given to that one department
rather than distributed to all of the departments. Failure to
cons_der such details as this causes inefficiency and unfair-
ness to customers. If the savings department is carrying part
of the burden of the Loans and Discounts Department, then it
naturally follows that the customer- who exclusively use that
department are paying for a service which is being rendered
to customers of another department. Moreover, it might
be that the Loans and Disco^uits department is actually a
losing proposition and that its apparent profit comes frrm

other departments. Hence, all indirect and administrative
expenses should be critically analyzed in order to -take sure
that there is no possible way to directly connect them with
some transaction or division of the bank.
One of the difficulties of expense distribution is the
-distribution of salaries. This is especially true in sffiall
banks where one man might work in any number of different
departments. This difficulty can be overcome most accurately
by using time clocks to keep the time of each employee, ^ifferect
coloured cards for departments assures a minimum of time b°ing
spent in pncching the clock, ^ach employee is instructed to
pinch the ’'start’’ and "finish” uime of every change. Thus,
at the, end of the week, the salary distribution can be costed
to the cost records directly from the time cards.
There are other good methods of keeping time which deserve
to be mentioned. Although the time clock system is the most
'"accurate, the expense of the clock is sometimes considered
to be prohibitive. If such be the case, time card r can be
provided to each employee which provide spaces for recording
the identical information that a time clock will give. The
card is arranged in columnar fashion with each half hour listed
in the first column. Departmental columns are then provided
out to this side. Thus, the employee can place a check which
shows the time he spent in each department. The weakness of
this system lies in the possibility of the employee checking
the card at a guess. The time clock is, therefore, felt to be
the best answer to this difficulty.

In considering salaries, it should also be remembered that
just as uhe classification of Miscellaneous Expense covers a
multitude of sins, so can the classification of General and
Administrative Expenses. The salaries of officers can often
be distributed to specific departments by keeping time checks
on the officer as well as the employee, "here such a distrib-
ution is possible, it should be carried out. The only items
"'hich should be included in General and Administrative Expense
are those that are absolutely incapable of any other clas c ific-
ation. The classification should be painstaking enough to
xeep up with the exact amount of time active officers spend in
each department. Hence, if a certain officer spends 1 of his
time in the Foreign Exchange Department, 1 in the Savings
Department, and the last \ at general administrative tasks, the
charges for his salary should be made accordingly rather than
considering the entire expense as administrative.
Volume of Transactions .--In order to work out figures for
cost finding, it is necessary that statistics disclosing the
volume of transactions in each department be available. Take,
for instance, the Commercial Banking Department which is one of
the most active departments in most large banks. The expenses
of that department can be allotted to two main functions : ” (l^
securing, maintaining, and servicing deposits, an" ( 2 ) employing
funds and servicing investments in which they are employed." 1
The fxrst classification involves the expense of handling
checks for deposits, paying checks on the bank, calculating
1. Young, B. E. Bank Cost Control
. p. 194.

charges, and any of a number of other functions which the teller
and bank officer performs. Now, the costs of this department
er_ se_ mean nothing unless the number of transactions involved,
the number of customers served, the numbers of checks handled,
and their classification, the number of deposits made, and so
on are known.
The second classification requires this same type of statist
ical information before any rewarding use can be made of the
cost data. Moreover, each department must be analysed in a
similar ma.uier in order to arrive at figures which will give
the involved costs significance; that is, the costs should be
broken down to represent so much per transaction.
Activity Coant on Collection Items .— It is often possible
and advisable to couple the task of activity on collection items
with the accounting for float. Since an analysis is made of
the items in accounting for float, it is an easy matter to provid
space on the deposit form for the listing of the number and
kind of collection items as well as the amount. This original
information is posted to a permanent record which sho-~ the
distribution of these items for each account.
Ac tivity of Checks and Deposits .—This information, too,
can easily be secured by the mere inclusion of a step in the
regular accounting routine. The practice of sending to customers
monthly statements of their accounts is a common custom in
the United Suates. This work has been facilitate" by the use
of machines which rea ily assimilate the desired information.
It is from this monthly statement that an accurate count of

ore-checks against the account and deposits can be ascertained. ^
over, the count is classified by the names of customer^ as well
as the amounts of their deposits.
Fxtent of Count.—Cue to the simplicity and ease of collect-
ing these data, it is not considered costly to keep data on
every customer’s account. Moreover, it is rather difficult,
if not impossible to find an average account. ^or instance,
accounts of 400 dollars e ch may not present similar cost
problems. The one account might be relatively inactive: hence,
the cost to the bank would be less than an account of the same
amount which was highly active. Therefor
,
in order that the
count will be of significance, it must be detailed and all
inclusive. In m'-st cases, activity data can be secure with
no more cost than that attributed to forms or supplies which is,
after all, a slight item.
The count in other departments can be secured just as
easily as it can in the Commercial Department. A few minutes
^ach day are all that are necessary to accurately determine
the number of transactions. Here is an example of how a
department can collect these data. The daily proof and
regular accounting methods require adding machine tares which
show, item for item, the transactions within a department, 'hie
tcipe will show collection items, on other items received in
the mail, etc. By comparing these tapes to another tape that
has the numbers from 1-100 on it, it is possible to get a
speedy and accurate count, of every transaction within the
department. This report from each department can be classified

in detail just as easily as it can be shown in one total.
Before dispensing with the collection of statistical
data relative to the volume of transactions, it should be
pointed out that it is necessary to differentiate between the
handling of different transactions by the same department or
person. For instance, a bank teller might serve some three or
four hundred persons a day. It might also be that one hundred
of these customers have deposits to make while the other three
hundred have checks to cash. Now then, if it takes the teller
as long to serve the one hundred depositors as it does to serve
the three hundred who wish wo have checks cashed, it logically
follows thaw the teller’s expense should be applied with three
times the weight to each deposit as to cashing of individual items.
This simple explanation is given to show- that the expense
of each transaction must be apportioned on the basis of effort
and time as well as the number of transactions. If these two
considerations were disregarded in the previous illustration,
the bank would find itself charging too m .eh for cashing checks
and, on the other hand, paying proportionately too much interest
on deposits. To be sure, the costs would ail be covered, but
one class of customer would be at an advantage over the other.
In order to arrive, then, at an accurate and fair common de-
nominator, it is necessary to analyze the operations necessary
to the accomplishment of each type of transaction and assign
unit values on the basis of thus showing. In order to accomp-
lish this analysis, time studies of each type of operation
are necessary. Hence, the charge for making a deposit or for
cashing a check will be ascertained in the light of time srent

in complecing the transaction rather than on the sole basis
of activity.
At this stage, then, we have a basis for apportioning our
direct and indirect cost directly to each tr nsaction. This
cost is the base cost of each transaction within the department.
In order to make cost all inclusive, the administrative expens-
es whould be added to give the completed cost per transaction.
The process of cost accounting just described is not
recommended as anything more than food for thought and is in-
tended merely to be an explanation of a feasible application
of cost accounting principles to banking. Nearly every writer
on this subject admits that there is more than one way of
handling and using cost data. The procedure j ust explained
utilized the broad theory of apportioning all the direct and
indirect expenses of the department to each transaction in order
to arrive at the cost within that department. To this figure
is added a proportion of administrative expense based on the
ratio of this cost to direct expenses. It is upon this last
step that the greatest difference of opinion exists, ^here a^e
other valid theories of disposing of administrative expense.
One theory is to disregard the apportioning of this cost on the
assumption that each function of the business be adjusted and
managed so that it will produce a profit large enough to absorb
its share of administrative expense. In other words, it is
felt that the apportionment of direct and indirect expenses is
a sufficient basis for the foundation of policies and for cost

control. The objection to this method naturally is that the
cost of each transaction is not complete. Moreover, the person
making use of such cost data is forced to consider the administ-
rative expense either mentally or in a more concrete way.
Since this is true, why not consider the costs of administration
in the afores rated manner and thereby have everything included 0
Another theory of apportionment of administrative expense
is to assess such costs against the resources of thw bank.
Thus, they are allocate'' at so much per thousand dollars of
actual deposits and capital. "Tiile it is agreed that administ-
rative costs increase as the size of deposits to be invested
increases, it does not follow that the increase is proport-
ionate. This theory assumes that it is. For this reason the
substantial depositor is at a disadvantage to the small in-
active customer. Moreover, it seems logical that administrative
costs apply to all transactions. No one can dispute this
assumption. Therefore, it seems only fair that each transaction
-oear its proportion of such an expense.
Although we are not interested in the history or the
political significance of this subject, it is interesting to
note that the intense interest in bank cost control came about
through the attempt to establish fair codes of doing business
in banking. These fair codes were a part of the famous N. A.
I think this paper indicates why such codes woul q be almost
impossib-e. Later, when the results of several cost analysis
are shown, it will be seen that costs of doing business in
banks vary greatly due to different conditions. Therefore,

the establishment of uniform operating regulations or service
charges is virtually impossible. Besides, neither bankers nor
accountants agree on any T, one best v-ay M
,
and, besides, the
efficiency of a bank depends too much on the personality an'’
individuality of the personnel which brings in another variable
factor that is incapable of being adjusted.
/\
CHAPTER IV
ACCOUNTING FOR FLOAT
The word ’’float’ 1 is a newcomer to banking circles, rT’he
meaning can best be understood by explaining the origin. It
used to be that when a customer gave a check for deoosit, his
account was immediately credited for the amount. This increased
the bank’s liability but uhe corresponding asset was not in-
creased until after that check had been collected. Hence, the
bank was deprived of the funds represented in a check until
they actually were at their disposal. This loss of the use
of funds may extend itself from one to ten days depending unon
the time necessary for collection,. From this loss came the
word float.
In a commercial bank it is not uncommon for the floet to
average from 10-20 per cent of the total deposits. The reason
for the bank’s interest in the effect of ^loat on its general
operations is better appreciated in the light of this fact.-
Float originated with the Federal reserve system. Member
banks send checks to the Federal reserve bank for collection.
The Federal reserve bank does not credit these checks to the
account of the member bank as soon as they are received.
The checks are credited according to a pre-arranged schedule
which already has been explained in a previous chapter on
’’Bank Accounting” under the heading of the account, nue from
Federal Reserve Bank. Now then, if the checks in the above
illustration are on a three-day schedule, the account of
1. Jones, V*. J. The Service Charge on Demand deposits, p. 28.
.
the member bank is not credited for three days. For these
intervening days the items are float. In other words, such
items, insofar as earnings are concerned, are neither ^ish
nor fowl. This peculiar situation reauires the attention and
control of the banking 'officers
.
It would be ideal if the banks could handle items in
float for the customer in the same way that the Federal res-
erve bank handles items in float for its members. However,
the realization of the ideal is impeded here oy the numbe 1 ’ of
depositors and by the great expense involved in handling each
customer's float in this manner. The principle involved,
however, is e sentially the same.
Float Analysis .— In making analyses of float, the accounts
of the bank are often divided into two major classes: first,
those accounts which are stable and require little attention,
and secondly, those in which a daily check on uncollected funds
is necessary.
•Some accountants are skeptical of the advisability of
makxng a float analysis of each deposit. Naturally, there is
a cost involved, out it is felt that the end justifies this
expense. In the first place, it is impossible to accurately
review the effect of banking operations without float data.
Moreover, it is a certainty that the bank would lose consid-
erably if it ignored float altogether. This statement is not
denied. Since it would be difficult to pick out the accounts
on which cost data were wanted, the inclusion of all deposits
is advisable. Besides these two reasons, banking and especially
*
bank accounting is a routine process . The personnel is usually
not a very skilled or highly educated group. To work into a
system a procedure that would affect some accounts and not
others might prove to be more puzzling and difficult than the
slight saving would warrant. For these reasons, it is felt
ohat complete float data should be kept on all deposits. nf
course, it is possible to classify the accounts so that the
large accounts with good average balances are accounted for
with a minimum of expense and effort. This is usually the
procedure in most banks.
Analysis of Stable Accounts .—The object of the analysis
in this instance, is to determine the customer's total float
for one month, while in the other instance, it would be ad-
Vj-able to maintain a daily check. It should be mentioned,
however, that many banks consider it advisable to analyse
float on all accounts regardless of their size. *"e will cons id
er first, however, a method of keeping up -nth accounts on a
monthly basis.
Due to the fact that these accounts are considered good,
and there is little fear of uncollected itesm, it is not
necessary that the float analysis be made of each individual
item. All that is necessary is to arrive at an average of the
float of all ^he items— that is, all items appearing in account
under an arbitrary amount; such as 300 dollars. If this be the
rule, then, it is necessar to establish the average float
for these small items. Such an average can be arrived at by
an analysis of the individual items for any one month and

then adopting the same float schedules that the Federal rese ve
bank uses. It is better however, to average these items and
apply self- ade schedules which fit the situation more exactly
than those prepared by the Federal reserve bank.
The float average will probably run from a minimum of
one day to a maximum of five days depending largely iron the
location of the bank. I the average float is found to be
two days, the payment out of deposited funds must b Q deferred
for two days
.
The float on items over 3 r,0 dollars would be figured
separately on each individual item so that its availability
would not be possible until funds for the deposit were actually
collected and on hand.
After this deferred period has been determined, it has
been found to be convenient to make a record of float
on the back of each deposit ticket. The deposit ticket can
bd provided with a float form already printed on the back of
the bank can furnish rubber stamps which will impress the proper
form
.
After the deposit ticket has been stamped and the prelimin-
ary information recorded, the deposit ticket goes to the
-general bookkeeper who enters the deposit information accord-
ingly. From the general bookkeeper, the ticket is sent to a
designated person who makes the necessary entries in the perm-
anent float register. The permanent record would be s
continued analysis of float in that account for the entire
month. Moreover, it is possible to tie in the float analysis

with other cost analysis so that the work common to both can
be done at the same time and by the same oerson. Hence,
it is probable that float would be a part of the ordinary
cost records.
It is possible to work convenient short cuts into the
procedure just discussed. For instance, the original analysis
under some banking conditions can be computed by the bank
teller. This is just one method of cutting down the expense
of keeping float records as well as making the procedure a
part of the ordinary bank routine. Another possibility is
to induce large depositors to split their deposits into float
and non-float items. The expense of keeping such records
depends upon the personnel and administration of the ban 1 .
If coniiion sense and ingenuity are applied to the situation, it
,can be handled with a surprisin ly small net cost . As we
shall see later, most banks that keep up with cost data of
this kind, report increased profits and business,
detailed Float Analysis .—Under the previous heading,
we considered those accounts of customers which the bank felt
rthat there need be nc check against collection. Small items
in such accounts were therefore averaged over the month rather
that handled in a day to day procedure. Unfortunately there
are some accounts in which it is desireable to know the amount
of float each day. It is not intimated that such- accounts
are undesirable. As a matter of fact, the accounts which n^ed
detailed float analysis are often those of good customers
v ith highly active accounts. It is this very activity that
warrants the more rigid control.

The procedure in .hese detailed nal ; ses is exactly
the same as previously mentioned with the exception of the
permanent record. The original analysis is made of the back
of the deposit ticket. The deposit ticket ihen finds its
way for entry in the permanent cost record. The permanent
record is ruled to provide a column showing amounts subject
to immediate dra-'t . Items subject to leferrment are entered
so as to show the amount uncollected each day. As the
record is carried forward, the amounts which mature are
dropped. Another column sho s the ledger balance. Thus,
by deducting the amounts shown to be outstanding on any rart-
ic^lar day from the ledger balance, the amount available can
be determined.
Analysis forms vary from bank to bank. As an example
one shown in the December 1S28 Bankers Magazine was selected.
It should be remembered that the information on this form
is taken from the deposit tickets. A close examination of
the analysis which appears on rhe following page reveals that
it includes all the necessary informati n and would be in
practice a simple and inexpenseive proposition.
Float records are essential to a bank for several reasons,
in the first place, they provide necessary nformation to the
officers in charge of the bank’s investments. Secondly,
the activity of the business dan be more accurately measured
if float records are kept. Activity and float are so closely
related that the keeping of one facilitates the keeping
of the other. Besides these reasons, it is necessary to take
.
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float into consideration when making interest payments on
deposits or in setting up service charges.
Due to the fact that the float deductions cannot be proved
along with the bank’s regular proof, it is neces -ary that
competent persons be in charge of deductions and calculations.
Too great deductions would adversely affect the bank’s customer
while too small deductions or absolute disreg.- rd for float
would effect a bank loss which would not show itself in any
particular account.

CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF ACCOUNTS
In the chapter on ’’Cost Accounting’’, it was stated that
cose data per ' se are useless. The profitableness of these
records lies in the increased profits which the proper elucid-
ation of the cost information will effect. Hence, accounts
are analyzed at various intervals in order to make known to
the bank’s management what accounts are profitable, what accounts
are unprofitable, and why accounts are in their present status.
After cost and departmental data are once collected, it
is possible, then, to arrive at significant costs in the
analysis of individual accounts. Ihe problem of determining
the profit from an account can be segregated into three parts.
The first consists of finding the average daily balance of the
account. The second problem is determining the gross profit
which the bank was able to earn on this daily usable balance.
The last consideration deals with the costs of handling the
account which must be deducted from the gross earings in order
-to ascertain the net profit or loss of handling the account.
Finding the Average Daily Balance .—The average daily
balance is easily procured by summarizing the daily balances
for the month and dividing by the number of days in that
month. From this amount, two items are deducted, reserve and
flo:t. Float, sometimes called the daily average in process
of collection, is the daily average of uncollected items which
is ascertained by an< analysis of flaot which was shown in the

preceeding chapter. (Many banks find it convenient to concinue
account analysis and float analysis on the same form.') The
reserve is found by applying the percentages which the bank
maintains. (This is not necessarily the legal reserves ut
should be the actual percentage of reserves to resources.')
After float and reserve have been deducted, the amount left
represents earning funds. 'ince it is impossible and imorac-
tical to attempt to identify the profits from these exact fun'1 s
,
it is reasonable to apply the month f s average earning rate to
this amount in order to arrive at the gross profit on the account.
From this is deducted operating costs like activity, sire,
maintenance, and other miscellaneous expenses such as special
checks and books. If the final result is negative, the bank
has suffered a loss on the account and is entitled to a remum-
eration for its sevices. This procedure explained above
can be more fully appreciated by analyzing the following
example
One who analyzes this account closely will observe that
after cost has been deducted, there is a further deduction for
overhead. It was suggested in the chapter on ’’Cost Accounting’’
that methods of applying overhead differ from bank to bank. In
this illustration we see that it is distributed at a rate based
on the thousand dollar deposit. Then a flat charge of twenty
seven (27) cents as charged for maintenance. This process
might work alright for some banks but the weight of authority
as expressed in particular by rTToolley, Yo.uig, and Langston
holds that overhead should be applied to each transaction.

ACCOUNT ANALYSIS1
Name John Doe
Month, . . .February
ANALYSIS OF ACCOUNT
Average daily balance 896
Daily average in process of collection 340....
12% reserve in vault and ' nth bank 107.... 447
Average balance suoject to earning 449
Income
Interest on av^-iable balance at 5^ 449 187
Cost
Number o'* checks deposited @ .02^.... 144 .6°
Number of checks paid @ ,04 69 2.76
Special check books furnished .2°
Overhead
For size $890 @ .31 per M per mo .....26
For maintenance @ .27 per mo 27
Profit
Loss 6.°4
Remarks
Hence, to take an example, suppose two customers each have
accounts with daily balances as above, $890.' 0. Now then,
suppose John Doe T s account remains just as it is in the
illustration but suppose the second customer had no activity
in his account whatsoever. In other words, he neither added
nor withdrew funds. It stands to reason, then, that if this
second customer pays as much of the overhead as John noe, he
1. Jones. G. The Service Charge on Demand deposits,
pp. 27-29.

is not being treated fairly. Since it is obvious that the
activity of accounts varies between wide extremes, then it seems
unfair to have a flat overhead charge for each customer.
For this reason, the application of overhead to each transaction
is preferred.
The analysis on the next page is taken from Bank Manage-
ment
,
published by the American Institute of Banking. It is
emphasized that in this illustration overhead charges ar _ based
upon item costs ' T in the proportion that the expense allocated
to these classes bears to the tocal of all expenses allocated.”
Every item cost is loaded with its share of overhead. It is
admitted that there are some instances where this method might
be improved up n, buu in the long cun, it best serves the
purpose .
^
- Applying the Analysis .—In some circumstances it would
not be advisable to analyze each account every month. Quch a
procedure would involve endless work and needless repetition
of effort. The deciding factor lies in this question, ',T>o
the results compensate for such a detailed analysis 0 ’’
In considering a different plan, one of the first steps
is to find the average balance which represents a profit to
the bank at all times. Suppose, for example, that individual
analyses of accounts of “800.00 and over discloses that such
accounts always carry a profit. If such is the case, then it
is not necessary lo continue analysing accounts of this amount
1 American Institute of Banking. Ba^k Management . r. 4.22 .

ACCOUNT WARNINGS AIP —
Ledger Balance (Average) 1C, .
Deduce Uncollected Items ^Float) 2,000. ~)Q
Collected Balance 10,000.00
Deduct Reserve (15^) on $10,000*- , 1,500.'
Available Balance.. 8,570.00
Earnings $8,500 @ 467.50
Expense
:
Account Cost 3.00
Items, 2, 00 @ $.o382 76.40
Investment Cost $8,500 <® !!:2.37 per M 20.15
Interest 2^ on $10,000 200.70
Extra Charges
Special Check Books 10.00
Handling Currency 40.^0 349.55
Net Earnings (1 . 181 ) *117.9
,!*Some confusion seems to exist as to whether this deduct-
ion should be made from the collected balance or from the averag
ledger balance; hence, a word of explanation is in ordef*. In a
bank which has large amounts due to banks, items in the process
of collection may be deducted from due to banks on the theory
that they are in effect due from banks. In such a bank the
res rve deduction shown is appropriately made from th ' net
-collected balance. In many banks, however, the amounts due
to banks are not sufficient to enable the bank to treat its
items in the process of collection as a deduction, and such
banks therefore must carry a reserve on the full ledger
balance including the float. Thei ’ deduction ifor reserve in
such case would thus properly be based on the amount of the
average ledger balance before deduction of float."
or more except for an occasional check to insure the correct-
ness of calculations and to adjust for any increases in bank
expenses
.
Since a large number of a bank T s accounts would be elim-
1. American Institute of Banking. Bank Management . p. 426

inated from scrutiny by this disclosure, it is possible to proceed
with analysis of the accounts that are or might be un rofitable.
It is advisable to set up a system that will lend itself
to a quick and efficient analysis. Since the accounts are
relatively small, it is possible to make out a statement which
shows the cost of carrying the account with a minimum of effort.
Consideration must be given to the maintenance or the ’ Tdead
carrying cost”. Added to this would be the costs of the various
transactions which would be obtainable from the activity
-records. After the cost have all been ascertained it would
b- necessary to deduct the bank’s income on the net balance of
these accounts. It is here that a short-cut can be taken.
These accounts probably will not have an appreciable float
balance nor will the reserve deductions for idle funds be highly
significant. It is therefore possible to set up standards
for deductions for idle funds for accounts within the brackets
set up. The net result of this would be a figure of how much
usable balance per one-hundred dollars or per dollar the bank
would have from the customer’s deposit. Applying this percentage
to the customer’s balance would give the gross profit on the
account. The gross profit deducted from the cost would give
the net carrying charge or net loss to the bank."
Administrative Value of Analys is .—’fhat to do about the
results of account analysis is more a matter of banking theory
than it is of accounting theory. However, it might be well to
consider the administrative advantage of having available an-
1. Young, B. E. ;ank Cost Control
. pp. 221-234.

alytical information concerning the bank T s accounts with its
customers. In the fur so p_L.aoe, tne procedure discloses un-
profitable accounts. There are several •••ays to eliminate
interest allowances. Moreover, excessive use of banking pri^el-
eges and services can be discouraged. As a last resort, the
“i
customer can be charged for these excess services.
Despite the aforementioned methods of eliminating bank
losses on accounts, it is well to remember that the purpose of
a bank is to earn profit from the investment and lending of
funds. Therefore, if an account proves, year after year, to
be a loss to the bank, it is best to elimin-: te that account
entirely. Such accounts merely a’d to the work of the bank.
True, service charges keep them from being losses, but the fact
that there is no possibility for profit should be the deciding
factor
.
Perhaps the greatest advantage of account analysis is the
information it gives which is vital to the formulation of
future policies of the bank. The old adage, ’’An ounce of
prevention is worth more than a pound of cure”, is especially
adaptable to the banking situation. It is somewhat difficult
to eliminate bad accounts that the bank already h s. Time,
study, and money are consumed in establishing the necessary
facts. Therefore, any bank does well to consider the probable
cost of new accounts. Future business should be considered in
1. Kniffen, "vr . H. Better Banking .
2. Ibid. pp. 3Il-b34.
pp. 311-534.

the light of its potential profits wh-ch can be estimated ouite
accurately if sufficient cost data are accessible.^
Q
Services for "hich _a Bank is Fntitled f or Compensation. --
1. Maintenance of to. aunts
2. Float on out-of-town items.
3. Making and renewing small loans.
4. Stop payment orders not rescinded in 30
days
.
5. Closed out accounts.
6. Deposit made to open account for temporary
purpose
.
7. Supplies—checks, stamps, etc.
8. Savings account-s ("Charges taken care of by
rules governing the payment of interest'
9. Certified checks
10. Cashing checks for out-of-town firms
11. Travelers’ checks
12. Telegraphic transfer of money
13. Coupons received o^er the counter for
credit or collection.
14. Making change
15. Checks left for collection
a. By customers
b. By non-customers
c. In-town and out- of-town.
16. Notes and drafts on out-of-town points
17. Bonds taken for collection
16. Exchanging bonds
19. Notes and drafts deceived from individuals,
firms, and corporation.
20. Installment, principal or interest payments
21. Guaranteeing signatures on registered bonds,
stock certificates etc.
22. Bonds and securities purchased or sold.
23. Payment of taxes
24. Safe deposit box rentals
25. Credit reports
26. Stock transfers in corporations other than
bank.
The famous N. R. A. gave a new impetus to the importance
of the service charges. Attempts to establish fair and equit-
able service charges revealed many interesting facts. The
1. Op. cit. pp. 311-334.
2. (Editorial) ’’Example of Servie Charge Schedule.”
American Bankers Association Journal
.
Nov. 1933. p. 43-44.

following chart is a typical example of the type of service
charge schedules adopted cy many bank. The weakness of the
scheme lies in the fact that these charges were intended to
be "standard” for each group of banks that signed a code.
MINiaT.JM BALING" -C^OULFI
With Allowance Based on Activity on All Checking
Accounts with Average Balance During Month of
Less than $500 Charge as Follows:
Average Daily
Balance Between:
Flat Base
nient per
Pay-
Mo
.
Number of Dr. Additional ^r
.
Items Allowed Items
u and $ 49.99 1.50 5 3d
$50 and 99.99 none 5 3d
oo
(
—
1
and 199.99 none 10 3d
10o o and 299.99 none 15 3d
300 and 399.99 none 20 3d
400 and 499.99 none 25 3d
Cost; of Account Analysis .—The cost of analysing accounts
is best exemplified by actual reports taken from recognized
periodicals on banking.-
"The Union Bank and Trust Compnay, Los Angeles,
has had an exceptional record in the efficient hand-
ling of account analysis work. The system is describ-
ed by the assistant vice president, on the basis of
two years operation.
"It is interesting to note that it is the policy
of the Union Ba.u, and Trust Company to analyse every
commercial account in the bank. From the time they
first began analysis to date of this report, the
volume of analysis has increased five times: yet,
the cost of maintaining this detailed analysis system
has increased only one and one half times.
1. Op. Cit. p. 43.
2. Neary, T,r . C. "Better Analysis at Lower Cost."
McNally Bankers Monthly . Aug. 1935. pp. 462-3, 476-7.
Band
.f
I
"How this system cuts cost:
1. Analysis department operation is
synchronized with that of the credit department for
greatest efficiency. The work of these two departments
is similar in so many techniques that it is obviously
foolish to continue the expense of two separate depart-
ments .
2. Files of the two departments were combined
and handled by one clerk.
3. Visible index files are used for
the analysis cards to increase speed and accuracy.
4. 'Iliite cards are used for detailed an-
alysis accounts; pink for &100 flat charge accounts.
5. Colored signal tabs indicate unprof-
itable account borrowers, special savings accounts
and so on.
6. These tab make possible a monthly list
of broker’s accounts for the investment department.
7. Tabs also classify accounts according
to types of business.
8. Color of ink (on average balance entries')
designates uhe type of account ('commercial, special,
savings, and so on.)
9. All accounts consistently using un-
collected funds are analysed on a detailed float
sheet
.
10. Other less involved accounts are
figured on more simplified sheets on a 1-day basis.
11. Float and deposit items are figured direct
from deposit slips.
12. Average balances are figured from a
stub of the statement sheet.
13. Cards on service-charge accounts are
summarized at the end of each two years and the
resulting average carried forward to new catds.
"In conclusion Mr. Neary says, ’these ad-
vantages alone have more than justified the time, effort,
and expense we have put into the development of this
system. However, there is added profit in the fact
that through this system we have steadily built up
our averages on accounts here, were it not for this
system, we might otherwise have taken a loss. Far
from regarding our analysis department as an ocer-
ating department, we know definitely that it is an
income producer .’
As stated many times before, conditions vary so greatly
between banks that attempt to set ’’standard" service changes
1. Op. Cit. p. 467.

have been futile. R. H. Brunkhorst, Comptroller of the Harris
Trust and Savings Bank, Chicago, made an interesting study of
loan costs between different banks. He points out the need
for a service charge to cover loan costs. The min_mum discount
charge of 50 cents which was recognized by the N. E. &. bank-
ing code is too low. Below is a schedule of loaning costs
in seven middlewestern banks varying in size according to
deposits from $900,000 to $13, 000, 000.-
Size of bank
(Deposits)
3,000,000
900,000
6.700.000
4.100.000
3.300.000
1
.
200.000
15,000,000
Cost per
Loan
.56
.75
.77
.95
.96
1.07
1.32
"Examination of this chart reveals the ever
present difficulty of inconsistent conditions in
various, banks and therefore obviates the possibility
of arriving at charges which are standard or uniform
for all banks. The inconsistancey in loan costs is
caused by differences in administrative costs, records
kept, and so on.
"The importance of such charges is emphasized
when we consider that if banks do not have information
for such charges, then they certainly must not know
what loans are profitable and wrhat ones are not prof-
itable. In such banks, the taking of loans is entirely
left up to the judgment of a loaning officer who will
probably be wrong most of the time. Even when an
officer is presented with cost data which indicate
the profit lines, they v:ill many times take loans
below the standard due to a belief that in the future
the loss will be offset. It is obvious, however, that
if we present him with a statement shoeing the profit
line from time to time, he will be bound to consider
this element in making his judgments which after all
is the purpose of a cost sytem--to provide manage-
ment with data that will be sueful to them in operat-
ing the business."
1. Brunkhorst, R. H. "’Thy Not a Service Charge that
Covers Loan Costs." The Burroughs Clearing House. Jan.
1934. pp. 13 & 32.

With reference to account analysis, N. S. North says:"
’’The ultimate aim of any cost system, whether
it be used in a bank, a department store, or a factory
is rather to ascertain the component Darts that make
up each factor involved in ail phases of the business
:
and then to use these figures intelligently as a
basis for management control. The determining value
of any cost system is not to be found in the fact
that costs are uncovered, but in the use to which
the cost system is put. Kno ledge of costs is one
thing, control os costs is another. A good cost
system will reveal any constant drain of profits
and will locate the leaks. A good cost system ''ill
provide useful information with respect to overhead,
and the amounts entering to each item of overhead.
It forms the basis for budgetary control, with emphasis
on the work’ control ’ . A mere statement of estimated
income and expenses is not a budget in the full
sense of the word, and has no practical value un-
1 ss it forms the basis' of action by management.
The application of a service charge system is a
practical illustration of budgetary control—
a
control of deposit costs.’’
Mr. Gordon Jones, in his The Service Charge on ^emand
Deposits concludes the book by pointing out the advantages of
service charges to the banker, the depositor, and the general
public. There is much to be said for his contentions which
follow in outline form:-
”The Service Charge and the Banker .—To the
banker, the service charge means:
a. Decrease in small checking accounts.
b. Increase in total demand deposits.
c. Profitable balances
d. Deduction in overdrafts
e. Decrease in overhead costs
f. Source of quick revenue
g. Reduction in interest paid and not
earned
.
h. Education of depositors to bank costs
i. Increased earnings
’’The Service Charge and the Depositor .—To the
depositor, the service charge means:
1. Jones, G. The Service Charge on Demand Deposits .
p. 43.

a. A new appreciation of the value of
checking account service.
b. Education as to bank costs.
c. A disposition to be fair.
d. Better service from his bank
e. Appreciation of the balue of a sub
stantial balance which:
1. Builds his credit
2. Meets his emergencies
3. Creates confidence in him
4. Earns prestige for him.
'
TThe Service Charge and the Public . --To the public
the service cha ge means:
a. Stronger bank through increases in
deposits and earning.
b. More education and a knowledge of the
bankxng profession.
Conclusion .—The service charge on demand de-
posits, as a remedy for ’unprofitable checking accounts,
at least deserves the consideration of every banker.
Tne facts herein presented indicate a strong ca^e
for the proposition. Many banks have already installed
the charge and it is producing the desired results
and it will only be a few years before the service
charge on demand deposits will become a uniform
practice among banks throughout the country.’’

CHAPTER TTI
Trf AUDITING DEPARTMENT
Bank costs and accounting are controlled either by the
auditing department or by some officer '"ho performs the functions
of such a department. Professor Bornhoffp gives to his audit-
ing classes this definition:
"Auditing is that part of accounting that deals
with a review, analysis, and verification of financial
transactions and value fluctuations and the preparat-
ion and certification of statements disclosing fin-
ancial condition, profit or loss outcome, and other
acertained facts."
More generally stated, the auditing department checks the
accounting work of the other departments, verifies a ^ets and
liabilities, and aims to constructively improve the bank’s
safety by suggestions for improving the work procedure and
policies of the bank. Finally, the statements ar
-
prepared, and
ratios and other facts are presented so hat the management
•ill know definitely the position and trend of the bank’s
position.
Since there is a greater responsibility on the directors
of banks than on the directors of other profit organizations,
the work of the audit department is indispensible
.
This is
true as a matter of law. Although the bank officers or directors
cannot efficiently cover &he work of the auditing department,
they are held liable for irregularities because of their
legal position as the guardians of bank funds.
The auditing department can best serve its function by
being detached from the administrative affairs of the bank.

Once can readily see that if the ordinary banking routine is
done in part by this department, the effectiveness of its check
is immediately minimized. In small banks this difficulty must
be met with reason. It is obvious that a separate auditing
department or even a full time auditor might Drove to be an
uneconomical burden.
Authority of the Auditor .--The head of the auditing de-
partment, sometimes called the comptroller, must have unlimited
powers to probe into any and all of the affairs of the bank.
?, It should be realized that for any auditing
department ot function properly, it is incumbent
on the board of directors of the institution to
give to the auditor full authority to check any
and all of the transactions, of any kind whatsoever,
of any department, individual, or official of the
institution, at any time he sees fit, and without
interference by any one. It is also essential
that ohe auditor in charge be a man possessed of
unusual taco and that he be endowed with common
sense in a high degree. ,,There changes a "e necess-
ary, he must be able to bring them about without
strixing a jarring note in th^ organization. This
means he must not only be a diplomat but that he
must be practical, studying the problems of the
bank from the broadest possible standpoint and n^t
from the standpoint of any one department or in-
dividual ,,Thile he must at all times ’work
with various executives, his responsibility should
be directly to the board of directors, through
the president or the chairman of the board. His
attitude should be one of critical disinterested-
ness .
TVork of tne Auditor .—The work of the auditor is condit-
i'..ed to a great extent by the adequacy or inadequacy of the
general accounting system. If the system has goo:1, internal
check, it is possible for the auditor t o do his work with a
1. American Banking Institute. Bank M. nagement . d. .T7'4 .

minimum of difficulty. On the other hand, conditions might
be such that the audit procedure would be difficult. Moreover,
absolute verification in the technical sense is vircurally
impossible in a going concern; absolute verification defends
upon lxquidation. Therefore, the details and effectiveness of
the audit depend to a great extent upon the discretion and
skill of the person in charge.
Kinds of Audits . --The most common kind of audi„ is the
continuous audit which differs 1 ttle in theor; from internal
check. The regular transactions of the bank are checked as
soon as they are made. Hence, this procedure requires an
active department whose routine duty is to verify transactions
as they are made. 1
Another type of audit is known as the spot au-it. This
too, is going on all the time. It is a complete examination of
any one of the operating departments. The force doing the
work goes to the department unannounced and at irregular
intervals. The intensity o'" the check depends upon the dis-
cretion of the auditor who writes a report of the work an"
in certain cases passes the report on to the management for
definite action.
It should be stated here that the detection of fraud
is not the only nor even the most important function of the
auditor. He prepares reports for the management which ~eveal
weaknesses in the bank’s policies. Moreover, his duties rut
him in a position where he can detect, operating losses and
1. Op. Cit. p. 379.

and control necessary expenditures.
Pur pose of the Continuous 'f, ud-t .--The purpose of auditing
each transaction is to ascertain whether entries ar- made
cor ectly, whether instruments have been issued in accordance
with accepted practice, whether proper authority fo^ trans-
actions is available, whether accounts have been fraudulently
altered, and whether the transactions are "regular’’ . ' ,Te mean
by regular that transactions and recording were in good faith
-and carried out according to accepted practices within the
business and according to the by-laws of the organirati on. In
tanking, this implies a most important function if we consider
the host of laws which our bankers are force'-1 to heed.
Another purpose of the continuous audit is to supply
-management with pertinent reports which are needed at all
times—reports covering important matters such as investments,
reserves, etc. Then., too, this practice of auditing each tran-
saction serves to deterr the activities of any person that
might be inclined to be dishonest. An efficient auditing
department has a strong moral effect upon the other members
of the staff. It is rather easy to be honest if one is reason-
ably sure that any dishonesty will be defected.!
The General Audit .—Lar~e banks make audits from time to
time hich are similar in nature to those made by private
accounting firms. The purpose of this tyre of an audit is
to verify from time to time the accuracy and regularity of all
the accounts of the bank.
1. Bell, W. H. and Powelson, J. A. Auditing . p. P.
<*
This type of audit- calls for the taking of an inventory
of all cash, stocks, bonds, and other securities. The auditor
must be constantly on guard against the substitution or the
borrowing of funds to make up for shortages. Besides this,
ail of the stated a sets must be verified until every asset
is reasonably accounted for.
In banking the most difficult work is involved in the
verification of liabilities. The deposit accounts of custom-
ers provide the greatest amount of work. This situation is
usually met by test-checking customers accounts in rotation
and providing for an internal system of check that ill disclo
errors and obviate fraud.
Hence, the general audit extends to every item includ-
ing the verification of income and expense accounts. This
entire work is then coherently and significantly presented
in the form of a report which a progressive bank fc management
can utilize towards profitable ends.
The report would properly include an average balance
sheet, profit and loss statements, statistical reports, and
cost reports.
Cost and Statistical Reports .--Cost re orts ar . highly
significant and deserve to be emphasized. It is too often
true that banks keep such records without taking advantage
of the profits which intelligent utilization of such data will
provide. Then, too, the value of cost data is often lost
because of the fact that the reports are so confused an'4’
involved that little can be understood from them. Respon^ib-

ility for cost reports falls upon the auditor whose skill an^
understanding either gives profit to the cost system or makes
it an unnecessary expense. The cost report should properly
be a reflection of the information found in the cost records.
A good report might take the form of schedules of cost for
each department compared to costs for the previous year. ,,Te
would expect to find float analysis, activity reports, loans
and discounts reports, earning on securities and so on. The
presentation of comparisons and ratio analysis are also
characteristic statistical reports— stockholders’ investment
to deposits (ratio of protection^, earnings on capital, ratio
of earnings to stockholders f capital, ratio of gross earnings
to deposits, ratio of time and demand deposits to total
deposits, ratio of interest expense to deposits, ratio of
expenses to deposits and taxes to deposits, ratio of earnings
to deposits, ratio of loans and discounts to deposits, ratio
of stocks and bonds to total assets and to deposits, and other
deposit ratios. The adoption of a sensible procedure which
suits ohe particular banking situation gives heirful and
significant information to the management and lends itself
to a profitable control of expenses.
1
Control can be -urther promoted by comparing conditions
within the bank to other banks. In order that the comparison
mean something, it is well to remember that practices in banks
differ to a gr_at extent. Hence, it is important either to
1, Millet, J. I. Bank Audits and "examinations . pr> . 394-418.

find a very similar bank or to create similar circumstances
by comparing both banks to some common unit of measurement.
However, too much emphasis should not be put on comparisons
between banks because factors are too different. Nevertheless,
effective control requires the utilization of every -possible
check and indicator which might help to build a more success ful
organization.
The following quotations is a summary of current thought
with reference to the subject of auditing tasks and responsi-
bilities taken from a publication of the American Institute
of Banking. This summary serves to emphasize the most im-
portant of the many details which an auditor must consider.!
’’Under the old methods it as the work of
the auditor to find discrepancies after they had
been made, but the auditor of today and tomorrow
must lead the way to better precautionary ethods.
"The auditor must strive for the happy medium
between the mechanical and the human elements.
All improved methods of doing things originate in
the human element
.
’’The auditor’s duties involve a thorough
understanding of the federal income tax lav;, the
National Bank Act, the Federal Reserve Act, the
Federal Farm Loan Act, and other legislation such
as the Uniform Bills of Lading Act, the Uniform
"'arehouse Receipts Act, and so forth.
’’A fundamental of auditing that takes its toll
of the auditor’s time is that of systemati~ing
the various departments in the bank— increasing
efficiency and at the same time conserving both
man po; er and expense.
”A good auditor makes regular surveys to see
that all clerks are employing the most efficient
methods in handling their ’work . A survey follows
a definite plan and is confined to the specific
object mentioned. In effect, it constitutes a
check upon the managerial ability of the depart-
ment heads. In addition, it serves to measure
1. The American Institute of Banking. Bank Management ,
pp. «532-b85.

the efficiency with which ^he routine operations
as a whole are being managed and controlled by
the chief lerk or by the assistant ca'hier or
other officer charged with this responsibility.
This applies to the small as well as to the large bank.
"The auditor must devise for his institution a
sysem which fits its particular needs, having in
mind, or course, that certain fundamental methods and
princip es can be applied universally.
"It is a policy of the management in many
banks to require the auditing department to check
every entry to the general ledger, as this practice
tends to keep the auditing department in constant
touch with the bookkeepers and facilitates exam-
inations. Careful consideration should also be
iven the individual ledger; wherever the bookkeep-
er carries controls on his own books, these control^
should be compared with the general, controls more
often than examinations are made.
"The savings ledgers represent a real problem,
largely because they are the horn of more or less
dormant accounts. How to safeguard against fals-
ification is a real roblem, and many preventive
schemes are being tried. Some auditors make a
practice of checking the balances of the last
examination with the new balances and running down
the withdrawals to see if they are r gular
.
"There is no set rule or formula which the
auditor can follow in acting as """atch ^og" for
the adviser to the chief executive. He must be a
keen observer, able to see beyond the figures
himself to be constantly on the alert for those
things which the chief executive ought to know.
He should focus his attention on op ortunities
for developing internal systems in keeping with
progressive banking practice and procedure, on
maintaining organization morale and efficiency
on the highest plane (in cooperation with the
personnel director), on safeguarding customer
goodwill, and, above all, on seeking opportunities
for increasing the bank’s profits.
""'hen the auditor is satisfied with existing
methods because they are workable, he shows a
tendency to stagnation. Inadequate or defec ive
systems provide fertile ground for defalcations,
and although it is chiefly the auditor’s duty to
uncover irregularities, his greater responsib-
ilities are to establish safeguards against them.
Looseness in operation necessarily increases hand-
ling costs Uxxd thus causes a constant shrinkage

of profits. Flow of items should be constantly
watched to avoid 'unnecessary handling. T,"hen
frequency of handling can be curtailed, the possib-
ility of error is reduced in proportion.
’’All commercial customers, even those who do
not often visit uhe bank, are reached through monthly
statements. 'Mien these statements are rendered
in an incorrect or slovenly fashion, they are certain
to create dissatisfaction. Discrepancies, of course,
are inevitable. They may be insignificant .rThen
compared with the volume of work handled, but when
their recurrence is sufficient to annoy or incon-
venience the customer and endanger goodwill,
they are costly. The degree of efficiency with
which the bank operates is partially manifested
to the auditor by the number of complaints "'hich
come to him and his department, "'ith this situation
placed automatically before him, he is supplied
with ohe means not on^y of preserving efficiency,
but, when the occasion presents itself, of of^e^ing
to the chief executive or to the board of directors
valuable advice and counsel for the maintenance of
customer goodwill.
’’Comparative statements are an invaluable aid
in judging the bank’s progress. 'Therever practicable,
it is well to use graphs or charts to dramatize
the actual figures and to bring o light facts which
might otherwise be overlooked or underestimated.
’’.Because his duties put him in a position to
scrutinize the work of the various departments, the
auditor’s advice is often sought relative to
personnel. He enjoys the advantage of an impersonal
point of view and there. ore can easil. suggest
changes that some one closer to the employee may
not thunk of suggesting. In this way the auditor
can aid the management materially in maintaining
organization morale and efficiency.
’’Although custom varies widely as to ho* ,r bank
insurance matters are handled, two points are
obvious: (l) The subject is one ’hich should
receive the management’s most searching scrutiny
to the end that no essential coverage is omitted
or allowed to lapse; (2) policies and contracts
should be checked most carefully at periodical
intervals, and a comprehensive report, covering
every aspect of importance including costs, should
be drawn up and submitted to the executives. In
many banks this duty evolves upon the auditor:
in the small baiiks the responsibil.it is held by an
officer Among the desirable
forms of essential insurance available, which
are briefly described in this booklet, may be
.
listed the following: fidelity bonds: burglary
and robbery; messenger robbery: safe deposit box
burglary and roboery; registered mail; forgery and
alteration, consisting of a limited forgery and
alteration policy and a blanket forgery and alterat-
ion policy; securities blanket bond; bankers blanket
bond; fire; explosion, riot, and civil commotion;
public liability; boiler; elevator; compensation;
automobile; and windstorm. In ad ition, many banks
carry group insurance.”
Hence, from this we gee an authoritative idea of an aud-
itor’s tasks, responsibilities, and problems. It is easier
to understand now why the auditor is called ’’controller ” . Hi
duties take him further than the mere checking of entries and
caring for the ordinary banking routine. In our present
banking situation with our great surplus of depositor’s funds
the necessity for rigid audit control becomes apparent.

CHAPTER VII
TRUSTS AND LOANS
Trusts and loans present a cost problem that is some 'hat
younger and less developed than experiments and practices with
cost accounting in the other departments of the bank. At the
present time, there is considerable controversy as to whether
or not Trust Departments pay. The Loan Department, too has
been known to exist upon the earnings of other profitable
banking departments.
Trust Department
Objective of Cost Accounting . --.According to Young, the
objectives of cost accounting in the Trust Department can be
classified into two divisions
”(i) To find out what effect the operation of
each division has on the department’s income, ex-
pense, and net earnings.
” (a) To set up, within each division, standards
of cost for the performance of each operation, both
to facilitate the internal control and to guide
the judment of the trust officer in assessing fees
when fees are not set by law.”
Trust Services .--A Trust Department primarily performs
four services; custody service, escrow service, trust and
estate service, and corporate service.
2
Income for the above services consists primarily of fees
assessed for services rendered. Then there is an element of
interest income on investments which the bank makes for its
customer. This income, however, is usually paid over to
the customer in accordance with whatever agreement exists be-
tween the parties.
1. Young, B. E. Bank Cost Control, p. 27 .
2 . Ibid.' pp. 277-273

Expenses are naturally involved in the performance of
these services. We find direct, indirect, and administrative
costs here as we did in the commercial and other departments
- of the bank. Ia chapter III the problem of distributing costs
has already been discussed. Hence, following the reasoning in
that section, we would find this department broken down into
its four division according to the function of each--custody
service, escrow service, trust and estate service, or corporate
-v service. Then within each division of the department a detail-
ed record of all costs for each operation would be kept. This
would include all direct and indirect expenses plus a fair
distribution of the administrative costs.
Problem of Accurately Determining Cost .— According to
Young, detailed cost analyses in this department presents some
very difficult problems, yet the establishment of standards
of cost for each operation is necessary for the success of
the department. Moreover, the nature of transactions involves
personal services which provides an opportunity for expensive
operation. Despite these problems, however, most of our banks
have placed fee schedules in operation without regard to the
costs involved. As a matter of f ct, many of the fees are
regulated by law; yet, the lawmakers n^r no agency of the
government has ever secured accurate cost data on Trust Depart-
ment operations.
From a cost accounting viewpoint, one of the practical
problems presented m this department l_es in the fact that
it is impossible to apply unit costs to ail operations. There
*
are
,
however, routine services such as accounting for securiti
and valuables to which unit costs can be applied. "n the othe
ha^id, a typ-cal service to which unit costs cannot be applied
is trust fund investment. This type of investment is unlike
bank-fund investment which has been placed on a per-thousand
dollar basis or some similar basis. The cost of investment
of a thousand-dollar fund may outweigh the costs of a ten-
thousand dollar fund depending upon restrictions placed in the
one case and not in the other.
^
Therefore, in applying costs to the trust accounts. Young
suggests three methods: '
” (l) A maintenance or per-account charge to
cover dead carrying cost of each account, regard-
less of activity.
” (2) Item or operation costs for all services
or a routine nature.
"(b) Special service costs for all services
of an unusual or occasionally reoccuring nature.
Tests show that a figure per hour o’* time expended,
made up of 160 per cent of the salary of the person
or persons rendering the service, is sufficient to
pay the cost of maintaining and supervising a trust
operator in an operating capacity.”
Applying the Analysis .—The examples which follow
show the form of analyses Young would apply to the ac ounts of
a Trust Department. The first form, which follows on the next
page, is a simple form for the analysis of a custody account.
It should be pointed out that this plan is based upon "person-
al service” plus "responsibility” rather than so much per
Si, 000 of securities held in custody."
1. Young, B. E. Bank Cost Control. p. 280.
2. Ibid. p. 281.
6. Ibid. pp. 282-288.

"A" BANK AND TRUST COMPANY
Trust Department
Analysis of Custody Account No of. for the year 1932.
Income
Year’s fees accrued (see Fee Card)...... * n 00
Expense
Routine services:
Security deposits ( at )... 900
Security releases ( ..... .at ...)..
Coupon service ( at $ ) 90
Special services:
Investment service (... .hours at OR
Account maintenance . 90 ^noo
Net Profit *nno
”A” BANK AND TRUST COMPANY
Trust Department
Analysis of trust account No...... of .....for the vear 1939.
Income
Year’s fees accrued (see Fee Card)
Expense
Routine Services:
Security deposits.... ( «... 900
Security releases.... ( «... \ 00
Coupon service ....... f «_,at 00
Miscellaneous income entries
,
( f ..
.
'i 00
Cash deposits ........ .(.. * 00
Fund distribution entries.... / $... ) r 0 *00
Special Services:
Foreclosure and real esiate
supervision
,
(
.
.
) n 0
Trust administration. * 00
Investment service... f * 00 *00
Maintenance Cost .......... 00
*000
ooo
Net Profit 9^00

”A" BANK AN1" TRUST COMPANY
Trust Department
Analysis of corporate account No.... of. for the year 1032.
Income
Year’s fees accrued (see Fee Card) ^000
Expense
Routine services:
Bon', or coupon payment '...at
Cash Deposits f...at $
Stock certificates issued....''.. .at 4?
Stock posting. '...at
Certificates registered '...at $
Special Services:
Filing s tockholders ’ lists ... ( .. .at $
nther administration '...at $
Account maintenance
Net Profit D00
# 00
00
n0
00
00
,
-^000
00
on 00O
on non
Charlton Alexander, vice-president of the Mississippi
Valley Trust Company of St. Louis, has done some noteworthy
research in etermining the value of trusts. He says, ’’contrary
to the usual thought, the determination of the approximate
value of new trust business is not difficult. True, to deter-
mine mathematically the actual value is not only difficult—it
is impossible; but to arrive at a reasonable value is not diffi-
cult though it may be tedious.’’^
’’The formula is rather simple. Let us consider
a given ’’Jill as an example. ”re learn of our ap-
pointment as executor, the probable duration of
our services as testamentary trustee, the amount
of the estate and the age of the testator. From
our fee and, by referring to mortality tables,
en we are likely to get it. Then by deducting
from this future income, the operating cost,
we arrive at our eventual profit. It is a simple
T
”eldon, T. T. New Business f or the Tr us t Department
.
1.
p. 22.

matter to amortize this profit for the interval
of waiting and thus determine the present worth
of this ’"ill. Certain variable factors must then
be studied and applied, such as the chance o" our
appointment being chan e before the testator J i e s
,
and the ratio of his t resent holdings to the estate
which we finally administer.
The ” General ^Method of Computing values .—The:-e is an-
other school of thought which deals with averages rather than
specific cases. This school works on the theory that certain
expenses and errors in the long run compensate for themselves.
”Ehile the contention that there is no such thing
as an average testator, a., average period of expect-
ancy and an average duration of trusteeshi ,may
be logical when endeavoring to compute the value
of a given piece of business, yet this contention
may not apply where the purpose * s to measure
the approximate value of a large volume of trust
business. Perhaps the Alexander hypothesis and
the Financial Advertisers Association tables have
their principal virtue in determining what to pay
by way of salary, commission and sales cost to
secure a given appointment. Opposed to them, is
the formula to enable trust departments to compute the
worth of business in bulk, in the absence of specific
information and study of each trust.” 2
PRESENT VALUE OF ONE MILLION OF a^SO^T^D
ESTATES BUSINESS BASED ON THE
USUAL AVERAGES3
Type of
Business
Present value
per *1000
Total
TTalue
Total
@ 4^
Total
@ 3^
Votal
(5> y
lit Living Trust *14.00 *1540 *1540 *1540 *1540
5'r Custody 3.06 153 153 153 153
4 % Agency 4.59 184 184 184 184
18# Ins. Trust 7.27 1309 1309 1309 1309
50 1 Tr./ Till 5.04 2520 2520 2520 2520
55# Ex./ Till @ 51 6 . 30 3465
@ 4.88 2684
@ 5'# 3.66 2013
@ 21 2.44 1322
Total Value, Deplending on fee.. $9171 $8390 $7719 $7028
1. Op. Cit. p.22.
2. Ibid. pp. 28-29.
3. Ibid. p. 51.

Hence, we see many atLem ts at scientific analysis of
-orust business. In these latter studies which were compiled
by Weldon, we find emphasis on income rather than expenses.
Fur thurmore, in these studies, we find costs ’’estimated" with-
out any description of the basis of these estimates. we would
want to mow how administrative and indirect costs were apport-
ioned, if personal services are considered, and what specific
accounts were profitable or unprofitable. If we proceed on
averages, the fees from go -'! accounts will be paying for the
poor accounts and again we would find bank policy favoring
the unprofitable customer to the detriment of the good one.
In my opinion, the analysis of trust business should be applied
to each account so that unprofitable business can either b^
avoided or charged for the losses.
Loan Costs
Db.jec uive of Cost Analysis . - -The objective of the analysis
in this instance is to determine the costs of making loans
so that interest rates and service charges can be adjusted to
insure the profitable operation of this department.
On page 102, a schedule was presented which showed ' oan-
ing costs in seven middlewes tern banks which varied in size from
$100,000 in deposits to $13,000,000. An analysis of this schedul
reveals that the costs per loan ranged from 56/ to l4,,1.32. It
is important to emphasize the fact that there is no correlation
between the size of the bank and the costs of making a loan.
Hence, it is obvious that this inconsis tency is due primarily
to administrative conditions and other Questions of policy.

Problem of Determining Costs .—The costs in the ^oan
Department would be computed in the same manner as the other
operating departments. Iu would be broken down into its
division; for instance, the mortgage-loans division and
the small-loans division might make up the entire Loan depart-
ment. The direct and indirect expenses would be allocated
to each division. Then after the prime cost of each loan ,,ras
compute.’, a share of the administrative expense of the de-
partment would be ascertained to give the complete cost of
each loan.
The following schedule is a cost analysis of mortgage
loans of a m_ddlewestern bank. This is an example of the value
and information which the proper application of cost accounting
principles will disclose.
RECORD OF TWO YEARS’ OPERATIONS IN A C^TBIN-^TION
CITY AND FARM LOAN TERRITORY
' Operating Ratios--The Average Loan
1932 1931
Dollars of loans produced $2,028,600.00 $1 , 504 , °0O . 00
Number of Loans produced 391 330
The Average Loan
Inc ome
:
Present worth of com-
5,190.00 4,560.00
missions received
Less: Agent’s Com-
4.267 4.437
mission
Net Comm ssions(per
cent and dollars per
.877 1.037
average loan)
Expense
:
3.397 175.94 3.40^ 155.04
Production cost $72.66 $89.32
Sales Cost
Probable service re-
13.16 15.93
quirements
Probable collection
18.23 21.42
requirements 6.12 110.17 7.24 134.41
Balance for losses and pr ofit $65.77 $20.63
1. Young, B. E. Bank Cost Control
. p. °64.
.
The costs listed below are averaged from twenty-five
institutions a_l of which carry a volume of £100,000 or more
of small endorsed loans. The costs indicated are commuted on
the basis of each $100 loaned to be repaid in twelve monthly
payments : ^
1. Cost of money -*1.87
2. Return interest and rebates 08
3. Salaries q 3
4. Investigation ' .30
5 . Losses 30
6. Insurance 30
7. Reserve for taxes 30
8. Advertising 18
9. Collection 34
10. Stationery and printing 13
11. Rent °8
12. Miscellaneous .87
Total $7.31
"Apparently it is not possible for small volumes
in endorsed loans to be made at less than -8. n0 oer
100 loan discount. Those banks making loans in volumes
from $250,000 to $1,000,000 report an average operat-
ing cost per $100 loaned of $3.22. Cost items re-
duced are cost of money, investigation, losses,
advertising, stationery and printing. Volumes of
$1,000, 00 and upwards show still further reduction
of cost of money and investigation. These larger
volumes permit rates of discount, as low as 4 per cent."
Thus, it seems evident that the cost problem in both
the Loan Department and the Trust department is one that
shoald be met in order that these departments may operate
profita ly. 0ne can easily understand the necessi y for
knowing the net profit on each operation rather than the
profit of the entire department because within a profitable
department, it is possible that many losses are hidden by the
profits on other transactions. Such a condition penalises
1. Heines, H.
p . 16
.
Profits and Problems in Small Loans

both the bank and its customers.
Young points out that cost accounting in both of these
departments and especially the Trust Department is yet in it
infancy.-1
"The writer has a feeling of regret that it
has not been possible to discuss the matter more
fully, and more particularly in this instance
there is present that feeling of futility which
results from the inability to argue over the matter
and to express personal opinions and experiences."
1. Young, B. E. Bank Cost Control . P 289 .

CHAPTER TrIII
CONCLUSIONS
In the first chapter the nature of banking was emphasized.
It seems to me that the most important thought in that chapter
is the very one that is least emphasize 1 by writers in the
field. I refer to the banks T need for r fblic confidence.
It is hardly necessary to repeat that the greatest reason for
the bank holiday of 193b as a complete breakdown of public
trust. Hence, we realize the the great objective of bankers
today is to maintain the confidenc of trie public.
Public confidence is not a problem that can be handled
like reserve .ratios, legal difficulties, and accounting
techniques. It is an intangible thing that must be controlled
by influence and personality. The public as a whole does not
re-act to reason; it re-acts to emotion. Hence, it is my
opinion that banks shoul 1 make every effort to impress the
public with its stability and earning power. Those who contact
the public should be a type that readily give the impression
of success. They should be men or women who can not only sell
but also educate the public to the problems of banking. The
suggestions in this direction are not governed by rules and
regulations but must be met by personality, tact, an ,:! a code
of ethj.cs that wins confidence.
There should be more than the impression of stability;
there should be stability itself. To a gr at extent, stability
is the result of banking functions which are different from

accounting functions. However, the control and interpretation
of the degree of success lies with the accountant; the attain-
ment of that success lies with the banker.
In the second chapter, ’’Bank Accounting", we were acauaint
ed *, ith the broad objectives and principles of accounting
practice in banks. These objectives, simply stated, are to
-record everything that should be recorded in a regular manner.
This is the essence of a sound accounting system and is the
oasis of intelligent control.
Bankers are a conservative group of business men due to
the nature of their work. They are slow to adopt new policies
and practices. This characteristic is commendable in many
ways as one can infer-; yet, too much conservatism is as
lisastrous as the other extreme. The repetitious nature of
bank accounting makes the system one that can readily be served
by modern recording machines. At the pres’ nt time -he State
Street Trust Company of Boston is experimenting with a complete
ly new type of commercial department check file. A clerk takes
all checks written against accounts, sorts them, and then takes
a picture of the checks in their proper order. After the
film has been developed, the clerk goes into a ^a^k ^oom, sits
at a machine equiped with keys similar to a typewriter, project
the film on a screen before him, and types the statements to
the customers. The film is then put in a fire-proof container
and is placed in the safe. This convenient system has all the
essential characteristics of a good record* yet, the costs are
considerably lower than older methods of keeping up with

commercial accounts. Heretofore, banks have been slow to adopt
new methods, but the many bank failures in the early 1930 T s
plus increasing bank costs have forced bankers to interest
themselves in new recording developments.
The National Labor delations Board recently has decided
that bank clerks should be included under the provision of the
’"agner Labor Act. As a result of this decision, the Committee
for Industrial Organization (C. I. n . >) and the American
Federation of Labor have begun to organize bank clerks into
labor unions. If this movement is successful, it will
mean that the banks will be forced to pay higher wages and
give shorter hours to their employees. This statement is made
on the basis of what has happened in other industries. Q ince
banks a~ the present time are finding it difficult to meet
rising costs, this new extra expense will have to be met with
some off-setting efficiency. It seems to me that the logical
answer is increased efficiency by the use of machines or new
techniques such as the one mentioned in the previous paragraph.
- It might be argued, on the other hand, that the increased
cost should be met by increases in service charges which would
put the burden on the recipient of bank services. T think
this argument is fallible because of the fact that there is
no net profit in an account with a customer who must pay service
charges. Therefore, the rising costs brought about by increas-
ing ages would be met only in part by service charges. The
other part would come from present profitable accounts- ’which
still carry enough profit after the increased wage cost to
keep themselves free from the service charge. Hence, it ’"’Quid
-*
be my opinion that a present demand for increased salaries
for bank clerks will be met with efficiencies which will result
in fewer employees doing a substantially greater amount of
work. I might say that I am not alone in making this assertion:
as a matter of fact, the idea came to me through Professor O’Neil
who advanced the argument which I have already presented.
It has been stated that the net profit in banks h- s been
greatly reduced by increasing costs. The cause for the^e
increases in costs is aptly presented in the following quotation:!
MThe heavy fail..res of banks between 1920 an^
1930 drew public attention to the fact that most
banks were very poorly managed; among other things,
most of the deposit accounts were run at a loss,
but most banks did not know what accounts or how
many. The bankers’ associations made intensive
study of this cost; a typical revelation was one
published by the American Bankers Association
of the accounts of a bank, in v.rhich 46.9^ o'* its
accounts, representing 1.4^ of its deposits, ’ere
under $50.00 and averaged "'12.88, and 57.5^ of
its accounts, representing 5.1^ of its deposits,
were under $100.0 0 and averaged $23.60. If the
bank were able to loan $23.60 continuously at 8^
a year, the gross annual earnings from these accounts
would be $1.89 each, a sum far less than the cost
of operating the account. The reason for such a
situation was poor bank management, and the basic
reason for poor management was the utterly un-
reasonable multiplication of our banks and the
consequent competition for accounts..
It i. a sorry fact that the cost analysis of bank
accounts was most dilatorily developed in our
country, long after it had become suite widely used
in the business world. The most common objections
offered to the installation of a complete and ex-
act system for banks were
:
1. That its cost is not an economical
expenditure
.
2. That accounts are likely to grow into
profitable ones, or accounts which are unprof it able
so far as direct financial returns are concerned
may be profitable accounts because of their in-
fluence in getting or keeping other profitable
accounts and because of their advertising value.
.
,|<Testerfueld, R. B. Money , Credit and Banking
.
p. °87 .

3. That a bank is so highly complex
that it is impossible to allocate, with any degree
of exactness, the overhead and general expenses
among the departments and the customers.”
In the chapters on "Cost Accounting", " Accounting for "’loat",
"Analysis of Accounts", "The Auditing department” an -’’ "mrusts
and Loans" we saw that there is definitely an awakening to the
points emphasized here by T" Testerfield . ’”e also found that the
objections to cost control are based upon conjecture rather than
actual experiments. The use of cost systems is practical
if common sense and discretion are exercized in the applicat-
ion of the principles involved. I think this point is partic-
ularly well answered in the chapter on the analysis cf accounts.
Moreover, I think it significant, that in all the material
I was able to find, there was not one case where the cost sytem
did not reduce losses enough to compensate for expense of a
system that would make cost data possible.
Cost control implies more than the keeping of statistical
data, cost records, statements, ratios, and so on. Cost
control should include as a major part of the program cost
reduction studies and efficiency planning. One of the things
that few business men consider is the value of saving say 1 of
a cent. Every small saving means that much added profit, '"his
profit not only will accumulate over a period of years but con-
sider the total saving if, by an efficiency move, the cost of
cashing a check is reduced \ of a cent. It the bank cashes 8,0°
checks a day, the total saving is 820 hich in a year T s time
grows to the sum of 86,000. Ouch savings as ~his are the real
aim of cost control.
The subject of this uhesis is still in its infancy and
'
experimental stages of development. However, the definite trend
in the direction of expense control indicates that bankers are
aware of a problem that can be controlled in a scientific way.
I think the future will find banking costs controlled in as
great detail. as the unit manufacturing costs in businesses like
the shoe or automobile industries. If this be true, a step
in the direction of a finer banking system will have been taken.
It is the type of advancement that banking needs because it
has come free from legislative enactments. It is an indication
of the banker’s determination to regulate his business in an
efficient manner which will protect the funds of the public.
The need for stable banking institutions in ou~~ present day
society is obvious. Cost control is one of the ways these in-
stitutions can be realized.
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